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The ONLY 'reason' that HE 'permits' you to be more 'offensive,' possibly for a lifetime or so,
is so that HE can justifiably 'ransack' your 'place,' even into the very core of your soul.
I say BEWARE if you continue to abuse ANY person that on earth does stroll.
Note: - As the 'wise' can now see, the entire 'inhuman' race is 'subjugated' and controlled by
the Dark Sovereign Power that has complete 'control' over their 'sinning' ways and minds. It
has all 'spell-bound' to such an extent, that all now see 'retribution' with its 'Justice' as the
'right' way of living.
God's energy is in action through us at all times for eternity. For we are eternal spirit beings
'subjected' to the ceaseless 'flow' of God's energy that we 'draw on' in our daily deeds.
Is your daily deed merciful, compassionate, peaceful, forgiving, caring, and truly one of
'well-fare' to your fellow man? - Or is it a deed of control, manipulation, intrusion,
investigation, and fine and punishment?
Remember that the emotions are the 'link' to God's energy. If your actions are 'accountability'
imposed, then the satisfaction you 'feel' as you 'conquer' the perceived 'offender,' is the
darkness in action through you, and you are untrue to your own soul, and your inner 'sin'
grows and you spiritually SINK.
None see that all are 'heading' downwards in a 'vortex' of hatred that leads into the Abyss.
Extend kindness, and the Light is then your emotional 'link' to God, and you RISE up into
Heaven's sky.
~ Understanding 'Lunacy' ~
Lunatics come in many a disguise. The 'normal' one is the man 'appearing' wise to many.
Every 'leader' today is a 'lunatic,' for they have the capacity and do make others 'painfully'
sick.
They are egotistical and vain, and they all hold God's Word in disdain. This is the 'sign' of
their mental 'distress,' for all they can do is to try and 'impress' others with their
invulnerability.
But by now you should all know that every 'fool' that makes 'Satan' their 'bedfellow' is a
lunatic. For ahead, their own 'forces' fall away, and alone they stand before God and man
with naught to say.
Take 'Saddam,' for he was a 'forceful' man. Giving out his 'death' edicts of the day as via his
mind and 'hand' the Dark Sovereign Power had ITS say. And what do all now see? A very
weary and mentally 'distressed' man, and 'undressed' of his pride and vanity.
And what about 'Bush & Blair' and the 'Howard' coward? Are they 'less' mentally disturbed?
NO. For in order to 'catch' the other and bring them to 'account,' they 'kill' 190 of their own
'coalition' soldiers and, - - -
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They also kill thousands of Saddam's soldiers, and hundreds of Iraq citizens are either killed
or wounded and, - - - destroy the 'fragile' home and livelihood structure, and the 'fragile'
habitat and, - - - this is but the 'beginning' of the result of 'man' sinning.
Why do you 'fund ' lunacy? Can you not see that 'strong men' are weak? Only the 'meek' as I
can walk unarmed and alone into the same 'space' as Saddam, and calmly have a helpful
'discourse' that might make him feel 'remorse' and help his 'addled' mind become less 'blind,'
so that one day ahead he could return to God's fold and sup on Holy bread.
Could or would 'Bush' walk alone and unarmed into the same 'room' as Saddam? NO. For
his 'fear' is greater, and if placed 'together,' they would fight 'tooth & nail.'
So whether you are an invading 'Bush' facing a 'Saddam' or a policeman 'facing' an obvious
lunatic on the county street, try and remember me, and send in a man of peace and dignity to
give good counsel to 'halt' the lunacy, rather than using force that results in physical and
spiritual death, as all 'divorce' themselves from sanity and God, due to arrogance and vanity.
When you 'set out' to forcefully 'bring' a man down, it is you to ahead 'frown' and drown in
your own 'blood' from having misunderstood God and God's 'payback' way.
Every person setting 'out' to punitively bring others to 'account' has a 'Mind under siege'
from the Dark Lord, the Dark Sovereign Power, and is a lunatic in thinking that he is 'as
God.'
For only the 'ignorant' or arrogant and vain hold God's 'Word & Command & LAW' in
disdain and, it is also 'lunacy' on your part to 'complicitly' fund any 'war,' for it brings a
terrorist 'due' to your personal 'door' for being so untrue.
God's Might is the Word *
God's Might is the Sword *
Note: Word * - Those that do go their way in peace & forgiveness and never condone or fund
or wield the Sword, are left in peace by God.
Note: Sword * - Those as 'Saddam' or 'Bush' or any other that condones or funds or 'bears' a
Sword against another, are wielding the 'retributionary' Sword of God against those that
defied God in their past and, - - - these 'present' wielders terrifying God's children
themselves 'face' God's Sword on another day, and have no peace until they 'hear' what I say
and pay their 'painful' dues to God.
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~ Understanding 'Peace' ~
The 'word' Peace implies that you maintain a 'calm' harmony and quietness of mind, so that
your deeds remain peaceful and kind, and you thus are peaceful, 'full of peace.'
If you 'permit' your mind to become 'distressed' due to others being 'undressed' by the dark
then you become as them, mentally disturbed and full of 'strife,' (Devilish) and then less than
at 'peace.'
God's Command that you 'Walk in peace' means that you maintain this 'stance' at all times. I
suggest that you give your 'soul' a chance by 'learning' as to 'how & why' others or you
become 'troubled' and then 'trouble' others.
For only this way will you be able to make amends to God, as you become 'enlightened,' and
can then stay sane and respectful and merciful and forgiving and peaceful towards all others.
If you 'disturb' the peace of others in any way for any reason, then you are the 'dark' in
action, and IT is never peaceful, for IT is the 'invading intruder' and 'disturber' of the peace.
It is via your emotions and via your mind that the dark intruder disrupts your inner peace,
and seeks to cause you mental and emotional 'strife' so that you abuse others. Be it strangers,
or your own children or wife.
God tells 'us' to 'walk in peace' because, - - - only this way are we 'comfortable' within God's
LAW - As you do is done unto you - For when we are not 'peaceful,' it means that we are
disturbing the peace and thus 'fall' into the dark side of God's immutable Law, and God
'Justly' disturbs our peace for sure, and possibly forevermore.
You cannot 'enforce' peace. For the use of 'armaments' is waging war. Thus all 'armed' peace
keepers are but invaders that are 'forcing' peace, and they will themselves be later 'forced'
into submission.
Peace is only attained by good intent that is shown by 'brave' unarmed intervention.
Intervention that 'calms' as it shows respect for the 'errant.' The good 'intent' is backed by the
good deed of educating the offender and, - - - if they 'desist' this deed, then leave them to
God and go your way.
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~ Understanding 'Citizen's Arrest' ~
Every person on earth is a citizen of God's land. Thus they all have the 'Right' to 'arrest' any
others that wield bad 'words,' or 'swords or axes or guns' against any other, as they
ignorantly abuse or fight.
Their 'arrest' Right within the 'eyes' of their God of Light is purely one of 'assisting' the
offender, so that they can be 'counselled' and educated, and set 'upright' to go their way
wiser and, hopefully they will 'thank' their 'arrestors' for giving them aid, and for not
punishing them in any way.
As no 'man' is 'above' God's Law, it 'follows' that any man of any 'station' in life can be
brought to arrest and detained by any person for sure. So if you see an 'armed' forces man or
'civilian' abuse any other 'sister or brother' of yours, or of any 'other,' then you may using
'force of hands' * bring them to a place to face a 'Council' of believers.
They needs be 'detained' and made to attend the three hour 'Feeling Easier' Seminar as
'granted' by God on this web site within the 'Offender' document, and then set free.
Let all now try and see that people presently in 'power' are the most 'offensive offenders' in
God's sight, and the ones needing good counsel, and needing to be 'detained' by good
citizens who can see the reasons for their plight.
Note: 'force of hands' * - This means many things. No weapons are used. No verbal or
physical 'striking' of any blow is used. The 'force' of the hand is the strong 'grip' of one or
more persons, that enables the 'arrestor' to take the person unharmed to the 'holding' point to
await the next Feeling Easier Seminar.
If the one to be arrested is armed and mentally disturbed and thus 'dangerous,' then let them
calm down before making any attempt to speak with them, and then 'suggesting' that for
their own good, they lay down their 'arms' and come peacefully, in the foreknowledge that
they will be released after the Seminar. (One exception, see 'The Police Mandate')
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~ Understanding 'emotions' ~
Emotions are 'sensory' feelings that exist within the spirit soul, and are 'different' to the
senses 'felt' by the physical biological body as it 'hears & feels & smells & tastes & sees.'
The emotions that one 'feels' within are the energy 'essences' of both the Light and the Dark
that exist within mortals (incarnate spirits) and spirit beings. Only the spirit beings living in
the pure Light (Heaven) that are enlightened and thus purified, have only the positive energy
essence emotions within of 'love & happiness & joyfulness' etc.
Those yet 'living in sin' due to their unenlightened 'sinning' ways, have souls that are
contaminated with a variety of negative 'sin' emotions. Being the Dark emotions of 'greed,
hatred, criticism, jealousy, anger, envy, pride, vanity, vengeance' etc., and many more that
are 'felt' by them during their daily living.
Dark emotions can 'cloud' or shroud your inner Light that is at your spiritual 'core.' For all
created by God has inner light and love within for sure, but if 'clouded' by darkness, one can
become 'cruel' to others and thus to oneself, as the Devil places all 'users' of its cold energy in
an 'icy' lowly shelf.
Once you 'understand' the reasons why it is of importance to understand your emotions and
the 'use' of them, will you be in a better 'advised' position as to the need to control some of
them. (The dark sinful ones).
This you will seek to do as you understand that the use of any of them brings not only a
similar negative 'stressful' energy 'return' to you, but that you also 'draw in' more of the used
dark energy into your soul as you 'express' it in your daily deeds.
If you use 'light' positive energy and are thus kind and caring and forgiving and merciful and
happily loving to others etc, then you 'fill' up your senses with more positive light energy as
IT 'grows' within you, and your 'candle' flame grows brighter and, the energy 'essence' of
your spirit soul becomes of a 'higher' and light 'vibrational' frequency, - - - lifting your soul
UP.
If you use 'dark' negative energy and are thus unkind and uncaring and unforgiving and
merciless and 'happily' abusive to others etc, then you 'fill' up your senses with more
negative dark energy as IT 'grows' within you, and your 'candle' flame grows dimmer and,
the energy 'essence' of your spirit soul becomes of a 'lower' and dark 'vibrational' frequency, - - pulling your soul DOWN.
Your inner emotional senses can be 'triggered' from within by your thoughts, and may also
just become active for no apparent reason. They may also be 'triggered' by what your being
'sees' or hears externally. These 'happenings' are of great import, as your response will either
be positive or negative depending 'largely' upon your emotions of the moment, as well as
your 'programmed' beliefs.
Try and 'accept' that as all 'energy' is 'of' the Source, God, and that the use of IT is 'subject to'
God's Law. In that whatever energy you use, will be given back to you by God. Pain imposed
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upon you for your abuse of others, and happiness 'given' to you for your 'love and kindness'
given to others.
You only become 'freed' from your inner sin, (negative emotions) when you firstly stop using
dark energy and 'dragging' more in, and secondly when God sees this 'effort' on your part
and then slowly purges it out from your soul. This only takes place as you 'face' the mace
wielded by others, and 'turn the other cheek' and suffer it silently in NON-retaliation and, - Only when your spirit soul is 'free' of dark 'sin' within is it able to enter into the pure Light
where all are loving and none fight. It is truly the time to 'observe' the sin within you, and
make an effort to halt its 'growth' so that you can be 'saved' by the wisdom of this pen that is
God's 'grace.'
For all 'taught' by religions of man are false, for not one of 'their' elect has any 'idea' as to how
to protect their or your minds and emotions against Satan, and HIS demonic forces will keep
you ALL 'hamstrung' in the 'retribution' game and 'mace' race of disgrace.
~ Understanding 'Respect' ~
Unless you 'reflect' upon the 'word' Respect, you cannot your soul 'save' nor it protect. For it
is with the understanding of this word that you realise the power of the Devil's 'Sword.'
For the Devil is in 'opposition' to this 'Word of God,' as HE the Dark Sovereign Power has no
'respect' for any that place their 'penny' bet on the word disrespect.
So if you are arrogant or vain or ignorant of this Word or the Law of God, and thus hold
others in contempt or disdain, then you are being disrespectful, and that 'manner' or 'way' is
contra the Word of God. For God did and does say:
"Respect all others as you go 'peacefully' on your way."
So any that 'play' the: 'Criticise others' game, the 'Abuse others' game, the 'Pursue others'
game, the 'Bring others to account' game, the 'Condemn others' game, the 'Seize others goods'
game, the 'Punish others' game, the 'Kill others' game are showing not only their 'lack' of
respect to their fellow 'man,' but they also show their total lack of respect for their Creator
and, - - - their total disregard of God's Command to "Love one another."
Please now try and realise that the Dark Sovereign Power being the 'enforcement' arm of
God, has no respect for any showing HIM disrespect and, what you the individual need to
see is, that within 'others' and 'thee' resides the positive and negative energy of God and, - - It is the requirement of God, that you HIS 'creation' show HIM that you 'respect' HIS energy.
Being the 'light' positive energy and HIS 'dark' negative energy within others.
For when you are disrespectful to another that you 'perceive' as deserving of your
'condemnation,' then as you criticise or abuse their 'person,' being their 'flesh' that stands
before you, - - You also at that moment show a lack of respect to their inner 'Godly' Light but, - - - the Light
within them forgives you for your 'misdeed' but, - -
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You also at that moment show a lack of respect to their inner 'Godly' Dark (the Sin) but, - - the Dark within them does not forgive you and, - - As you do your 'bad' verbal or physical deed and abuse their 'person,' IT the Dark is
'enraged' at your lack of respect for IT and IT'S 'way.' For IT is always 'Just' and honourable,
and IT will 'pay' you back for your 'indiscretion' and misdeed on a later day.
If you see others as 'dark' and cruel and unkind, then do not be 'foolish' and use 'darkness' to
them 'bind.' Use only Light, and respectfully and kindly help 'their' person on its way.
As the world now 'falls' into disarray due to all using disrespectful darkness, all 'sufferers'
must be seen as those that used the same disrespectful darkness in 'some' way before. Be it by
their own 'hands' or the hands of their servants.
Before you are 'saved' and set free by ME the invisible God you cannot see, you will needs
respectfully 'bow' to MY 'dark' as IT punishes thee and, show IT respect as IT 'protects' MY
Supreme LAW:
"As you do is done unto you."
Yes IT 'operates' negatively against all that use negative dark abusive force in their
'intercourse' with others. If you 'wish' to be set free from being 'punished' by ME, then walk
peacefully as commanded and then you will receive love and kindness within the positive
'aspect' of MY Supreme LAW:
"As you do is done unto you."
~ Understanding forgiveness ~
The words 'forgive' and 'forgiveness' have been falsely used by both religion and society, and
their false usage has led man to believe falsely, that there is 'such' a thing as 'forgiveness for
Sin,' in that one could 'abuse' another and still 'win' without having to pay for their folly.
There is not, and thus it is religion and its false 'teachings' that have put man on the 'spot,' as
they the 'priests' adorned themselves with the power to 'forgive,' and misguided all society
that under their FALSE spell did live.
For they also 'preached' within the halls of 'devilish' power that they had the 'authority' to
'bless' men going to war, and thus 'protect' their souls 'somehow,' when all the time they the
false priests were but deluded, and their names 'included' in the book of the lost.
The 'unholy' men also by their 'pen' wrote falsity into their 'unholy' scriptures, words that
gave the 'impression' that a 'man' named 'Jesus' said 'certain' things, when in fact, I the very
same 'spirit' do know that he did not.
For he was purported to have said: "Forgive them father for they know not what they do"
and, - - - by this 'implication, the priests of latter days were able to assume that as he had 'so'
said, that all 'sinners' being abusers of others, would be so forgiven if they 'praised' the man
Jesus and 'raised up' his name. This is FALSITY.
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For Jesus the man as any 'priest' of the day was not in any position to 'override' the Law of
God and forgive anyone 'for and on behalf of' God. For he 'Jesus' was the messenger of
wisdom ONLY, as am I today.
Both 'he' and I are the same spirit sent to earth at 'different' times to enlighten the lost. He
'Jesus' as any 'man or woman or child' is only in the position whereby they can say to their
'oppressor' - - "I forgive you for what you did to me because, - - - I know that God expects me to forgive
you and, - - - as I am 'wise' I so do and, - - - I know that you do not know the Law of God
and, - - I know that what to me you did do, was 'such' that you burdened your own soul and, - - you also have subjected it to God's ONE immutable Law and, - - - that God's Law is
applicable to you but, - - - I shall remain true to God and not be the one to 'disturb the peace'
and punish you.
No, I will not punish you, I shall show God that my 'ideology' is in accordance with HIS
Command to walk in peace, and to extend merciful forgiveness unto my 'enemies' as I 'turn'
my other cheek, and compassionately remain respectful to your errant ways and, - - As I forgive you, I 'forgivingly' go my way in peace and, - - - I will 'leave' the fulfilment of
God's one Law unto God, and the other ignorant merciless as you."
Man must now try and see that the Dark Sovereign Power never 'forgives' any 'trespasser'
against God's Command to "Only walk in peace" and, - - - as God's ONE Law is immutable,
the Dark Sovereign Power always punishes transgressors in its chosen place and time of
'choice.'
Forgiveness means, that you 'turn the other cheek' and remain meek when abused in any
way. This ensures that you forgivingly 'permit' the other to walk away without having their
'peace' disturbed verbally or physically or fiscally by YOU.
Try and see that all 'suffered' at their 'hands' by you, was your spiritual DUE.
They the abuser 'foolishly' did IT * upon themselves ACCRUE.
Note: IT * - the suffering imposed by them upon you, now becomes their 'ahead' due. This is
the 'Just' Law of God: 'As you do is done unto you.'
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~ Understanding 'Retribution' ~
Any 'attack' by one upon another, be they a civilian or mandated 'officer' of any government
verbally or physically using force to impose 'pain' physically or emotionally, is retribution *
in action via the ignorant.
This imposition is either premeditated or otherwise, and the 'inspiration for such 'antisocial'
behaviour stems 'telepathically' from the Source of Darkness, the Dark Sovereign Power.
Note: retribution * - Is the 'just' and honourable spiritual 'payback' meted out by the Dark
Sovereign Power under its one Law: 'As you did do is now done unto you.' This it can do
through man, especially man that is 'sinful' and thus can be 'deceived' by false teachings and,
can be mentally 'disturbed' and intruded into telepathically direct from this dark Source and,
This painful 'return' tribute is an imposition of suffering that was accrued possibly 'long ago'
and not remembered by the recipient and, - - - it is being imposed by another ignorant that is
following a false belief or that as said, is angry for some reason and thus 'mad' in their head.
All 'imposers' of control or suffering are 'retributioners' working unknowingly for and on
behalf of the Source, God. It is the Dark 'aspect' that is merciless and resolute and absolutely
'just' in the administration of ITS one Law of 'payback' and, - - All 'enforcers' of this 'justice,' be they the offender or the 'imposer,' are both offenders in the
eyes of the Dark Sovereign Superpower. One 'reaping' what they had previously sowed, and
one 'sowing' darkness to be suffered later.
"Who" is the most 'offensive' offender in the eyes of God - - - The mentally disturbed man
wielding a knife and 'stabbing' another's son or wife, being an 'obviously' mentally disturbed
person?
Or, - - - a 'forces' man or policeman that daily 'straps' on his 'Glock' pistol and sets out with
'pre-meditated' murder in his mind, and he wounds or 'kills' the knife wielder? It is the
supposedly 'sane' policeman that is the most offensive one.
For whenever a 'sane' person sets out with the intent to 'maybe' kill another human being,
they are surely 'deceived' or arrogant and, will be used by the Dark Sovereign Power
whenever the 'opportunity' arises.
Oh what 'folly' as the 'killers' step 'out' from under God's 'brolly' of PEACE.
Try and see that you may not 'set out' to actually kill, but the Devil wants you to KILL. For in
this way HE has HIS 'fill' as HIS 'retribution' is satiated, and HIS 'Law' has been "fulfilled' as
HIS thoughts 'overrode' your consciousness in your 'moment' of fear or anger or 'indecision.'
Telepathic subjugation of the mind is 'instantaneous' when emotions are 'high.'
It seems to me that the word 'humanity' is a 'lost' name, for all are inhuman and vain, as they
hold God's 'other' children in disdain. Police today have no understanding as to the reason
'why' others wield knives and, - - If the police are called to 'serve,' but are 'patrolling' the streets unaware that they 'share' the
same negative 'unsound' minds as their 'victims,' then they will not understand how their
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own minds become 'temporally' possessed by intruding thoughts, due to their 'anger or fear'
being 'incensed' by the situation.
Every person that is 'offensive' is merely a person that is 'out of control,' and being mentally
'broached' by demonic thoughts that lead to despair, suicide, disturbing the peace, and very
irrational acts, be they callous or merciless ones carried out by police or any other.
I 'wonder' when the public will realise that any person with 'offensive' behaviour is 'mentally
disturbed'* at that moment, and needs to be 'treated' with respect and carefully 'handled'
with the foreknowledge that, - - As their mind is 'disturbed & troubled,' they need a counsellor rather than an ignorant 'idiot'*
commanding them to 'listen' to orders that are 'unheard,' and thus cannot be complied with.
Note: 'mentally disturbed'* - The civilian wielding a knife was a person with their 'mind
under siege' from invading thoughts that were irrational, thus the person became even more
'disturbed' through his fear or anger when confronted by police and was unable to comply to
their directives to put his knife down.
For the invading and 'possessively' intruding thoughts 'filled' his mind to the point that his
own consciousness was overridden by said thoughts, - - - and he 'irrationally' continued to
wield a knife in the face of a 'larger' force of 'armed' policemen instead of surrendering
peacefully.
Note:: 'idiot'* - The 'attacking' policeman was a person with their 'mind under siege' from
invading thoughts that were irrational, thus the person became even more 'disturbed'
through his anger when confronted by a man that was unable to comply to the directives to
put his knife down.
So now all can see 'why' people do 'darkly' what they do. They are momentarily possessed
via their 'sin,' (negative emotions) and at this moment their own 'rationality' is overridden by
dark spirit intruders that use their 'flesh' to mete out pain and suffering on this realm of
consciousness and, - - What none see, especially the 'confronting' policeman, is that due to his ignorance and
'empowered' arrogance, that all the pain he caused to his 'victim' will be bestowed upon him
and his 'supporters' at a later date in order to fulfill the immutable Law of God - 'As you do is
done unto you.'
Both the police officer and his 'victim' of the day need my good counsel. For only by
attending one of my 'Feeling Easier' Seminars will both be set free from their ignorance, and
both learn how to protect their minds from being 'possessed' to their detriment.
Police should protect the mentally disturbed, not kill them. When insane 'minds' are 'on the
run' then you must run away, you do not confront them and get in their way and abuse
them.
For that too is an insane act incurring a 'painful' penalty from God, only 'done' by the
arrogant that are mentally disturbed too, as they 'believe' they are being true.
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Any person going 'forth' with the intent to, or that does abuse any other, is at that moment a
'dark' operative for, and inspired by, the Dark Sovereign Power. They are the 'retributioner'
of God in action.
I can but tell you 'tough guys' that the next time you:
Abuse or molest your wife or child or any other, or - - - You 'frazzle' another with your 'flame
thrower' or, - - - You 'arrest' an offender and have them punished, or - - - You 'blast' a
mentally disturbed person with your fancy weapon.
Then you must PLEASE look 'closely' at the 'biological' and emotional 'damage' that you
have caused to the other because; you will then know that via you:
Justice was done - Payback was accomplished - The 'injured' reaped what they did sow - The
'negative' aspect of God's Law was fulfilled -Retribution was meted out by the Dark avenger
And, - - - you can now 'expect' a similar return of suffering as your 'Just' due under the
'Justice of God' that measured the exact 'amount' of mental, emotional, and physical suffering
you imposed then upon your 'victim,' and for any 'ongoing' resultant suffering they
'experience' in the future and, - - That imposition is 'loaded' upon the Scales of Justice of God, with your 'name' placed upon it,
and 'shelved' in the eternal 'memory' of the Dark Sovereign Power. Yes, HE cannot forget
that you made another child of God 'fret.'
When 'man' goes to 'war' against his fellow man, he becomes the Devil's 'agent.' Seeing not
that this devilish power is 'invincible' in that IT always 'manages' to 'win' against those that
used IT and ITS power against others.
The Law is the Law - "What you do is done unto you."
Retribution is carried out by 'civilians' due to becoming emotionally 'troubled,' and then
becoming mentally overpowered by demonic thoughts that intrude.
These thoughts then make them 'rude' and disrespectful and dangerous, as they are then
used by the Dark Sovereign Power to mete out HIS 'foul' but JUST deeds.
Retribution is carried out by 'forces' men due to them receiving 'Orders' to 'engage' someone
perceived by the Rules to be an 'offender' needing restraint and punishment.
These Orders then 'permit' them to become 'rude' and disrespectful and dangerous, as they
are then used by the Dark Sovereign Power to mete out HIS 'foul' but JUST deeds.
Payback is payback, but retribution is the 'meting out' of said dark and punitive payback,
and foolish are those that take it upon their shoulders, for its 'weight' becomes very 'heavy'
and excruciatingly painful over time.
Leave 'atonement' to God, it is better for you to carry out noble deeds, this way you only
receive noble rewards. All ignoble deeds result in a 'return' of suffering that was 'selfinduced' through ignorance or arrogance.
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I can only 'deliver' you up from ignorance. Once you are 'enlightened,' then it is up to you to
deliver yourself up from your evil 'punitive & retributive' and thus 'sinning' ways. For it is
only when you so do, that our Creator can save you.
Note: A Rule - A rule, or the rule, or any rule is not 'The law' as is believed by enforcers or
dictators. - Rules are but 'edicts' - being 'orders' given by 'a' man who believes that he has a
divine right to impose a particular way of living upon others and, - - - he also believes that he
can use force to enforce his edict - as this he does, he defies his Creator.
Note: But the 'application' of any punishment or abuse in any form by one upon another, is
the dark side of the Law of God in action. (An eye for an eye.) Be it 'indirectly' or directly
'applied' because a 'rule' or edict of a man or system requires it.
The sufferer is receiving their 'just' due at the hands of the vain and ignorant, and in order to
'suffer,' they must have done a similar act untrue either in this life time or in another realm in
spirit.
The one inflicting the 'punishment' or 'retribution' for and on behalf of the Dark Sovereign
Power takes this 'debt' upon themselves, and are later subject to God's 'an eye for an eye'
punitive imposition that will be imposed upon them by another equally ignorant and
arrogant and forceful, either in this life or in the after life.
Note: Law 'enforcers' see not that their enforcement has got nothing to do with the 'edicts' or
rules of man. The rules that 'authorise' them to defy God are the 'system' used by the
invisible Dark Sovereign Power to 'extract' vengeance against sinning man via the ignorant
'non-believers' and, - - The rules are the means whereby the Dark Sovereign Power 'entraps' these non-believers into
being ITS force, and as they so do they draw in ITS dark energy, and this burdens their soul
to the point that it 'falls' in the afterlife, to 'suffer' great strife for their arrogance.
Yes, they 'consign' their own souls into the hands of very powerful demonic forces. These
forces all 'obey' the retributive orders of the Dark Sovereign Power that is their MASTER.
Any that 'follow' these orders become bound over to, and enslaved by this CRUEL and
callous and merciless 'monster' for eternity.
Note: Retributioner (Retributive) - A retributioner is any person of any 'station' of life that is
meting out mental, emotional, physical, or material 'strife,' in that they are causing another to
suffer pain or loss in some way.
They can be the 'wife abuser,' the 'child molester,' the 'customs officer' seizing or destroying
property, the 'lout' in the street damaging property, the 'bully' in school, the 'jailer' keeping
people incarcerated, the supposed mandated 'police and judiciary' that 'arrest' and impose
punishment, the 'terrorist' organisations. All these 'people' are but either ignorant, or vain,
and arrogant and, - - All are unknowingly being used by the Dark Sovereign Power as ITS 'terrorist' and
terrorising force. IT has ITS 'forces' on every level of consciousness outside of Heaven. For
only in Heaven does ITS 'men' not have access, and are not 'required,' for in that level all are
loving and kind and merciful and demure and pure of heart and soul.
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~ Understanding 'Prefects' ~
A Prefect is a person that is 'empowered' by another person, and is given the 'authority' to
control and punish those within the jurisdiction of his 'prefecture.'
This 'empowerment' may be 'seen' as being granted by the 'rules' of his 'office,' but in fact it is
granted by virtue of the person 'accepting' the employment 'role,' being the position offered
by the 'office.'
Thus by their acceptance of the position, the 'prefect,' being the 'head' school boy, or the
magistrate, or any other 'officer' is empowered to defy God and 'arrest, seize, confine, punish,
kill,' etc.
These prefects all perceive their role as 'just' and honourable, but they are all blind to the
spiritual reality. For they see not that the 'originator' of the mandate of authority to 'rule'
another is the Dark Sovereign Power.
This invisible 'power' operates telepathically through the minds of the 'blind,' the unkind, the
sinful, the vengeful, the vindictive, the lost. Being those that 'raise up' the initial decree that
binds them and thee, but not me.
It also 'entraps' all those seeking 'employ' within the 'ranks' of any agency that has a policy of
'enforcement.' For by virtue of their 'engagement' with others, being a contra ideology to that
commanded by their Creator, they all become ensnared by the satanic force that divorces
their souls from the Light.
When someone authorises you by 'order' or 'warrant of arrest' to either detain or be complicit
to their abuse or punishment, it is the authority of the Dark Sovereign Power that gives you
the 'prefects' role over others.
This 'powerful' authorisation makes you feel 10' tall but, - - - you see not that the 'higher'
your stance, the greater into 'oblivion' you fall in the afterlife. This is your 'Just' due meted
out to you by the very same invisible DARK POWER, for IT is THE LAW that you also
receive your JUST 'due' on an 'eye for an eye' basis.
Any person that 'detains' others for the purpose of fine or punishment are 'victims' of their
own arrogance and, - - - unless I can assist them to see more clearly, they will suffer for
eternity at the hands of very powerful 'hideous' demonic forces that exist in the realms
below.
No person has any 'right' or jurisdiction over any other spirit, (child of God) be they
embodied in the flesh of this world or in any other realm of consciousness.
The 'downfall' of man was 'achieved' by Satan when man was 'seduced' or 'induced' into
using 'force of arms' to 'gain' power over, or steal from, or enslave or punish or destroy
another.
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Even your own 'children' born of your flesh are not your own, for their spirit is God's,
created by God and, - - - their spirit enters this world and is placed by God into your 'care' to
receive guidance and, - - To be educated and taught the singular Law of God: "As you do is done unto you on an
equitable 'eye for an eye basis. Be it good or bad" and, - - - they are to be taught the
Command of God to: "Go your way in peace, and love one another, and be merciful and
compassionate and forgiving towards those others yet in 'sinful' ways living."
Man of 'today' has now become enslaved by the invisible Dark Sovereign Power for his
defiance of God and God's command and, - - - this invisible 'force' and cunning 'mastermind'
has attained ITS 'goal' of enslaving and thus controlling all via a ONE world government
'system.'
This it has accomplished, and it now 'rules' the world from a 'distance' with an Autocratic
and merciless dictatorship in every land, via the books of RULES that it 'sired' through the
mind of sinful man and, - - - all men now 'bow' to and obey its dark unforgiving and punitive
ideology and, - - As this they do, their souls become filled with more sinful dark energy that creeps in like a
'mist' of death and, - - - ALL are presently 'heading' for HELL. It is I to 'awaken' you as I 'ring'
the final bell that signifies the last 'round' of the battle for the soul of mankind.
It is now up to you to now help me to set yourself and the world free from the iniquity of the
false ideology. This you do by heeding the God of Love, and walking your road in 'Peace &
mercy & forgiveness' each day and, - - - you no longer 'fund' nor 'support' nor 'condone' the
punitive 'warring' system of man which is presently known as 'The government.'
Direct physical or 'vocal' involvement with the punitive 'enforcement' arm of the system is
the worst 'vocation,' and all participants are directly involved in and complicit to the
'enslavement of' and the 'control of' and the 'manipulation of' and abuse of God's most
precious children.
"Beware" says the 'voice' behind this pen.
You must only fund and support and condone community welfare programs and the
rehabilitation of 'offenders' through education as per the decrees of God through this pen.
For the 'dictatorial' RULE of man by RULES 'overthrows' the freedom of socialism. (Rules =
anti-socialism) There must be no more compliance to rules by enforcement and punishment.
There must only be educative 'advisory' Codes of Conduct, with the accompanying 'freedom'
of choice of each individual.
You must also learn to remain meek, and 'turn' the other cheek when abused in any way and,
- - - no longer rely on the protection of 'enforcers' or the strength of your 'arm' to defend
yourself in the face of adversity.
Go in PEACE - thus you attain spiritual Salvation and release.
God said: 'Forgive and be merciful if you in Heaven would live.'
Only 'arrest' or detain 'abusers' for the purpose of education and aid.
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~ Understanding 'Community Corrections' services ~
Personnel in the above departments believe that when a person has been 'convicted' of an
'offence' against a 'rule' * in the State rule books, that the person has become a 'non' person.
Thus they 'deem' that the person has become an 'outcast' from society at the same 'level' as a
slave, and to be treated as such.
Note: 'rule' * - A rule is a 'Command' or an edict of a man (State), being the embodiment of an
invisible controlling body or legal authority. It is not 'The Law,' it is what it is, being a Decree
demanding adherence to, under 'pain of death' for non-compliance and, - - Its 'default' punishment 'factor' is imposed by enforcers that daily 'sully' their own spiritual
rose as they defy God and 'abuse' the convicted one. This they do for a silver 'penny' each
day, seeing not that they too will 'pay' for their folly.
A 'slave' is one with no 'rights' and no freedom, and can be 'treated' with disrespect, and be
humiliated, and be intruded upon, and be 'bound,' and be punished, and is within the control
of their 'master' the enforcers.
The 'master' in this sense is the rule book, for its 'rules' permit the 'personnel' to do whatever
they wish to in their 'treatment' of their slaves. What the personnel of these 'service'
departments do not see, is that the rules that they use and obey are not 'The Law' and, - - They also neither see nor are aware of the fact that all men are 'subject to' God's LAW, and
God's Law is but the stipulation "As you do is done unto you on an 'eye for an eye' basis. Be
it of a positive or a negative nature" and, - - The 'application' of the Dark punitive side of this Law is only the prerogative of God the
Dark Sovereign Power because, - - - God commands all men to: "Walk in peace and love one
another, and be merciful and compassionate and forgiving to those yet in 'sin' living."
Whatever punitive or controlling 'impositions' Community 'corrections' or Services personnel
place upon their 'victims' in the guise of 'Just justice' or 'rehabilitation,' it has a return 'due' to
be imposed upon them and the community that funds or supports their 'anti-god' ways.
To become free spiritually, man must become aware of the 'offences' as seen by God, not the
rules. Man must then 'correct' this offensive behaviour in himself first, and also give good
'counsel' and aid to others that offend God by abusing others. For any that so do are defiant
of God's "Walk in peace" Command.
Any 'corrective' imposition upon an 'offender' that coerces or punishes or intrudes in, or
causes any financial loss or 'pain & suffering,' be it mental or emotional or physical to
another, is itself offensive behaviour in God's eyes and is 'done' by the ignorant and unwise
and, - - These 'personnel' are neither 'above' the LAW of God nor the code of conduct 'rules' of the
land merely because they receive a mandate and a wage to serve the System of punishment.
For the 'entitlement' to abuse or misuse forces them to walk into the darkness that is within
the 'parameters' of the DARK side of the Law of God.
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Community 'corrections' or Services must now be in the form of education and assistance,
and not in the form of punishment that is 'hidden' in the guise of "Service or 'debts' owed to
the community."
For this 'repayment' to the community by giving ones time 'free' is still slavery, and it is also
'coercion' that is backed by force of arms and, for any non-compliance to the 'order,' there is
further punishment added and imposed by the 'lost' race.
It is the time to separate the 'extortionist' tax rules from the codes of civil conduct rules and
then apply the 'Feeling Easier Seminar' to those that offend God in their abuse of others. This
way all will be set free quickly as they 'learn' to heed their God via ME.
The LAW of God is the Law of this and every land.
~ Understanding 'God' and God's Law ~
As God is both the Light and the Dark, one can walk within the positive light or negative
dark aspects of THE LAW of GOD. As God is 'The Law' and the administrator of HIS Law,
and as HE the Father 'permits' or 'denies' the 'freedom of the road' so to speak, it is
imperative that one understands the implications of God's Law and, - - It is imperative that one becomes aware as to 'how' one becomes subjected to the positive
'Light' or negative 'Dark' application of God's Law. For if one is 'ignorant' and thus unaware,
it is very easy to be 'snared' by the Devil and become a person that has become 'liable' to be
punished within the dark side of God's 'eye for an eye' Law.
Meaning that one has 'sowed' darkness, and thus must 'reap' what they sowed, and this
'reaping' will be forcefully imposed and one will thus suffer pain & loss and emotional
trauma as the consequence.
"Abide with me" I say, and never 'stray' from the TRUE path. For when we are true to the
Light of God, we 'love' every other person. Be they kind or unkind, cruel or merciful, and we
never 'disturb their peace. We only give them good counsel and do whatever we can to assist
them on their way.
For it is thus that we fulfil the Command of God, and never punish or fight. Thus under the
ONE Law of God we receive a return 'due' that is positive, and happily we are free to go our
way.
It is when we knowingly or unknowingly disturb the peace of others, and in some way
'abuse' them, that we not only defy the Command of God, but we also become a person that
is liable to be 'judged' by God as an offensive offender, and then subjected to God's ONE Law
and given an 'equal' negative return 'due' that is absolutely JUST and equitable but, - - What all 'men' must try and see is, that no 'mandate' or 'order' or 'office' or 'wage & uniform'
places them above the punitive dark side of God's LAW.
Be you 'judge or juror,' or 'police or informant' or 'armed servant,' or 'public servant' or
'member' of the public, you are all God's children and all are subject to God's Supreme LAW.
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If you do any of the following 'activities,' then for sure you place yourself within the
jurisdiction of the DARK side of God's Law, and you 'pre-set' your own day of 'judgement'
when you will be found 'Guilty,' and be forced to submit to and endure a similar 'due' when
least expected. Be it in this life or the afterlife.
Kill another. - Enforce rules.
Deceive another. - Be unkind to another.
Seize another's property.
Destroy another's property.
Control or regulate another.
Disturb the peace of another.
Criticise or condemn another.
Impose sanctions upon another.
Abduct another from their home.
Invade another's land or 'castle.'
Cause physical harm to another.
Enter another's house uninvited.
Poison another's water hole or mind.
Impose travel restriction upon others.
Trespass uninvited upon another's land.
Destroy another's food supply or business.
Raise up rules that tax or regulate another.
Imprison others as punishment or coercion.
Cause mental or emotional trauma to another.
Arrest a person for the purpose of punishment.
Impose trade or business restrictions upon another.
Force another to comply with your ideology or 'rules.'
Induce or incite or force another to 'commit' any of the above atrocities.
These 'ways' place you within the jurisdiction of the Dark Sovereign Power. Once this you
see and understand, then it is up to you to believe or deny me, and the result of your decision
you will most certainly see:
The above are but the 'obvious' daily 'offences' committed against God and man by 'ignorant'
personnel, as well as by other 'terrorists' or 'general' members of the community, and none
have any immunity from the application of God's Law by GOD.
As only God has the divine 'right' to impose punishment, it follows that all 'enforcers' so
doing are 'playing' God as they each in 'turn' along the chain of command attain the
opportunity to become 'as God.'
For each demands 'compliance' to their verbal decrees as they for and on behalf of the 'rules'
and their own 'emotions and thoughts,' deal with the 'one' that is being 'subjected to' their
'orders' that are 'passed' to them by others higher up the chain of 'Command.'
As soon as the 'offender' has been 'dealt with' according to the rules or their interpretation,
and the 'custody' of the person is passed to another, the enforcer 'relaxes' and becomes more
humane towards their 'past' victim that is no longer within their jurisdiction.
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Whether you are the 'arresting' officer, or the 'attesting' prosecutor, or the 'judging'
magistrate, or the 'cell' key holder, or the 'parole' officer etc., all at a particular 'moment' in
time are 'swine' in God's eyes for your complicity to the unforgiving and merciless control
and punishment of a child of GOD.
None seeing or being 'aware' of the consequences of their own folly, and none being aware
that they too will 'face' a similar 'disgrace' and a similar punishment 'mace.'
No 'enforcer' sees that their own 'dark' action or 'treatment' of others is abuse. No enforcer
sees his 'invasion' or coercion as abuse. All 'think' that they have 'God' on their side as
'righteously' they stride. None seeing that "YES," the God of darkness does walk by their side,
and HE seeks to ensure that in the 'afterlife,' these idiots with HIS 'prisoners' in the darkness
will abide.
Those that become 'offenders' in the 'eye' of the Dark Sovereign Power see not the 'fury' they
invoke in HIS 'emotions & mind' when they defy the Command of HIS Light and they 'test'
HIS Might.
Their 'arrogance' is so great that their 'sin' is unseen by them and, - - - in the 'eye' of their
Creator, they deserve to die in their sin and, - - - it (the sin) will drag them below, and it will
grow and grow unless my wisdom God's, they heed, and show God that love & mercy &
forgiveness they can 'seed.'
As said before, the administration of God's 'justice' with its punishment is ONLY God's
prerogative. The 'sins' of our forefathers 'visited' upon us by precedent set prior to our 'birth,'
is the false dark ideology that has evolved over time.
Being the 'belief' of man that 'some' were entitled to impose regulation and taxation upon the
community, and that they could also administer 'retributive' punishment upon God's
children.
This 'false' way arose due to the powerful 'sin' emotions of pride & vanity, and greed and
vindictiveness and, - - - it was through this dark cancerous 'energy' that grew in the soul of
sinning man, that the Devil was able to deceive man into defying the Light of God, and thus
enslave man into servitude and 'burdensome' suffering.
No man or mandate or system of government has the authority of God to control, enslave,
injure, or punish any person. All so doing are themselves 'enslaved' and 'bound' by false
ideological teachings and 'heading' for the Abyss.
The only 'right' given by God to man is that of administering aid to offenders, and their
rehabilitation is achieved through their education as to God and God's desires.
Any that continue to abuse or punish are deceived by their false beliefs and the 'whisperings'
of the Serpent and, - - - they will be consigned to the 'pit' for an 'apparent' eternal time for
their ignorance and arrogance.
The LAW is TRUE and its 'return' due applies to you personally too.
An 'eye for an eye' is the "Cry" from below and from up high
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~ Understanding 'illegality' ~
"Illegal"? - Nothing is illegal in God's eyes, for you are entitled to be wise or unwise but, - - God commands you to be peaceful and loving and kind and forgiving for a REASON being, That there is a return unto you for all you do, and God's Supreme LAW is immutable,
inviolable, and is applicable every 'season' and, - - - IT applies to you and you and you in
whatever 'mode' or deed you 'moment by moment' do.
Be it kind or unkind, giving or taking, creative or destructive, forgiving or retributive,
understanding or punitive, etc. and, - - - NONE of you stand above or beyond God's ONE
supreme Law.
Thus the 'word' illegal is simply a word of man, designed to enable man via RULES to plot
and plan and scheme ways to either steal your money or goods or, to punish you in some
way and, any 'son of a bitch' that forces you to adhere to 'his' ideology or commands or, any
'son of a bitch' that uses force to abuse or punish or 'fine' or 'jail' you for 'operating illegally in
his 'eyes' is a 'stupid' fool and VERY unwise.
For by his defiance of God's command he shows God that he despises you, and the dark side
of God's 'eye for an eye' Law will be applied by God on him for, - - - freedom of choice is the
God given way.
In the 'eyes' of man or State 'illegal' means - 'beyond the law of man' or, 'outside the scope of
the rules,' in that the contra 'action' taken by you is prohibited by the RULES, is unauthorised
by the RULES, is punishable by the RULES
What you and the 'State' enforcers need to see is, that no 'act or action' is beyond the LAW of
God and, the rules give all men a 'reason' and justification to be 'nasty & unkind & cruel' to
others, because all have been misled by the false dark 'rule book' ideology. For the 'rules' say:
You must pay some money - before you are 'legally' born.
You must pay some money - before you are 'legally' wed.
You must pay some money - before you are 'legally' dead.
You must pay some money - before you can 'legally' work.
You must pay some money - before you can 'legally' catch a fish.
You must pay some money - before you can 'legally' build a home.
You must pay some money - before you can 'legally' sell any produce.
You must pay some money - before you can 'legally' drive your automobile.
You must pay all demanded taxes - before you 'legally' remain a 'free' citizen.
This is all a Satanic extortionist demand from the community, as it is LEGAL in the eyes of
God to do whatever you do or do not wish to, - - - subject to God's ONE Law: "As you sow so
shall ye reap, on an 'eye for an eye' basis."
What the legislators and 'enforcers' need to see is that their daily nefarious enforcement
deeds are also 'legal' in God's eyes but, - - - as they perpetrate activities contra the Command
of God they 'step' into the dark side of God's Law, and 'accrue' a very heavy painful penalty
that GOD imposes upon them on a very 'Just & equitable & honourable' eye for an eye basis
on a later day.
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The use of the word 'Law' by man is an incorrect 'text,' because the demand via 'rules' for a
'fee' to be paid cannot be construed as: "It is the law." For this demand from the community is
not the law, it is but a 'decree' by a person or an institution demanding something from
another, accompanied by a threat of 'suffering' for any non-compliance. (Mafiosi coercive
extortion)
The use of the words 'It is the Law' by man has been part of the deception that the 'decree' is
legitimate, and that any non-compliance can be legitimately punished by the State enforcers.
It is 'legitimate' to 'abuse,' but the abuser is then brought to 'account' and brought to 'Justice'
by God within God's Law.
In God's eyes, deception and coercion is not an illegal 'occupation,' it is simply a very unwise
one, for it places the deceivers and enforcers directly within the 'hands' of God's punitive
darkness, and they 'merely' suffer an equal return due for being so stupid and untrue unto
themselves.
All men complicit to monetary 'taxation' or 'licence fee' extortion demands or the punishment
of others through decrees, rules, acts are subject to God's Law, and God's Law is not a
'decree,' it is a statement of FACT made by God, and all mankind must try and understand
ITS 'Just' principles.
Man is so 'lost' and far from the 'forgiveness' command, that the average person in the street
now believes that any person that does not conform to the dictates of rules are offenders and,
Due to this false belief, they may become aggressive towards 'non-conformists' that are 'legal'
in God's eyes and, due to their false belief they may personally take the 'rulebook'
punishment 'factor' into their own hands or, 'perjure' their soul as they 'report' apparent
misconduct to enforcers. For 'complicity' to punishment is also contra God's "Be merciful"
command. Example:
Someone seen and reported driving with no 'licence' plate.
Someone seen and reported fishing with an 'unlicensed' craft.
Someone seen and reported collecting firewood with no 'permit.'
Someone seen and reported camping in a 'no camping' beach front zone.
The rule book ideology of taxing 'fees' and 'permits' and fine and punishment has become
firmly entrenched, and it is growing bigger each day as the multi-headed 'snake' takes
control. This is because man having 'sin' within denied the Light, and listened to the
'whisperings' of the Serpent.
If you knew that there was a very dangerous 'space' or place in this land, where your
'children' could become 'lost' and disappear forever through stepping into 'quicksand' or a
boggy morass what would you do? The correct answer is: Advise them and Educate them.
The 'System' of man would place up a sign saying: 'Trespassers will be fined and punished
but, for a licence 'fee' payment you can enter freely." It is 'obvious' to me that nothing is
'illegal' in the eyes of man either, for you can do whatever you 'wish' to as long as you pay
the 'System' a FEE first.
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The 'State' regulators have been 'caught up' by the 'devilish' IDEA that they own everything,
and thus the community must pay something 'for' and before doing anything. If you do not,
then you are punished and 'coerced' into so doing and, - - - if you resist, you are persecuted
more.
With reference to the 'dangerous' place our God says:
"There is a place of great danger, and I 'advise' and command you to not 'enter' that danger
zone because if you so do, then you subject yourself to a 'suffering' return due but, if you
wish to therein go, you are free to so do."
So we 'as' commanded by God must ONLY give good counsel, as no 'act' of mankind is
illegal in God's eyes. It is simply a FACT that if we 'trespass' into the 'forbidden' dark zone,
then we subject ourselves to ITS 'Just' Law. (As you do unto others is done unto you)
The 'danger' zone or 'forbidden' fruit is the supping on dark energy. This is 'done' by you
when you 'sin,' in taking by force from others, controlling others, or you punish and thus
abuse others. All enforcers are 'agents' of the dark energy, and IT will abuse them in return,
as IT later does them 'justly & equitably' burn.
As you commence your day's activities, you should have said the 'Star' prayer and also asked
yourself: "What am I going to say or do today that contravenes God's 'Code of Conduct'
command"? - Ask yourself: "Is there any possibility of my failing to do what God asks? Being:
"Go your way in peace and lovingly respect all and, be kind and compassionate and merciful
unto all and, also be forgiving towards all those yet 'sinning' that are soon to fall below as
they defy Me the God they cannot see."
Ask yourself: "Am I aware that it is God's Law that is the Law of this and every land"? - Ask
yourself: "Am I aware that all I do is 'within' the law of God, for I cannot be 'outside' God's
Law. For God's Law is applied by God in every way thus, I will receive a 'Just' return due for
every deed I do. Be it good or bad, for God's one Law says: - As I sow so shall I reap."
Try and understand that if you defy God and you disturb the peace of others for any reason,
and you abuse others for any reason, then by your own 'hand' and deed you have placed
yourself within the punitive aspect of the dark side of God's ONE Law that says:
"As you do is done unto you and, - - - as you did 'sin' against another child of Mine, you will
have it done unto you by Me through the mind and hand of another ignorant swine to be
inspired by Me as I inspired you.
It is the time for mankind to realise that when they defy God they make God their enemy
and, - - - as God is omnipotent it is God to 'win' every battle and God to destroy every
'enemy' of HIS. God created you to LOVE, if you seek to fight, abuse, or punish, then you do
not deserve to receive love and HE will do HIS best to deceive and destroy you. So be it, you
have been 'warned,' Inshallah.
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~ The ‘return’ to sender ~
This is the absolutely ‘Just’ and ‘Equitable’ Law of energy and of God and the spirit soul of
man, for all is comprised of spiritual energy. It equates to the ‘eye for an eye’ or ‘as you do is
done unto you’ statement.
It also is the spiritual reality that exists, being that ones PAST moment becomes the
PRESENT at the time and in the place so ordained by God the ‘energy’ of all because, - - You are ‘living’ each moment of eternal time that passes by moment by moment as surely as
the ‘ticking’ of a clock or your own ‘heartbeat’ and, - - As each moment passes by, it is your interaction with others of positive or negative energy
you use in your ‘interaction’ that becomes the PAST and, - - As surely as God make ‘little apples’ the emotional energy one uses, be it kind or cruel,
merciful or merciless in our interaction with others will return unto us via the mind and
emotions and ‘hands’ actions of others who are benign or malignant in their ‘disposition’
towards us, and we receive an EQUAL tribute return of love or a retributive return of pain
and suffering.
All the imposition of trauma upon another returns upon the ‘heads’ of the individual or, the
judiciary & jailers & politicians that invoke rules, as well as the taxpayer that funds them.
This is THE LAW of the Almighty; “As you or your servants do unto others is done unto
you.”
Look therefore to this day, for IT is spiritual Life or Death. In its brief course lie all the
varieties and the realities of our existence - - Today lived well in peace and merciful kindness makes every yesterday a ‘remembrance’
dream of happiness and every tomorrow a vision of hope and joyfulness - - Today lived in arrogance, vengefulness, cruelty, unkindness, and merciless persecution
makes every yesterday an abomination in its defiance of the “Love one another” Command
of our Creator and, on ‘a’ tomorrow it brings an unavoidable 'return to sender' of
persecution, pain and sorrow and spiritual death.
Look well therefore to THIS day. Please ‘insure’ and ensure your ‘future’ happiness by
ensuring that your present interaction with others is ONLY loving, peaceful, compassionate,
merciful and forgiving.
Try and understand “why” earthlings are living under the stern ‘fist’ of dictated rules that
cause them to be ‘enslaved’ and burdened and interfered with and punished by RULES
wielded by cruel men.
It is simply the punitive aspect of God’s Law in action via the minds of the arrogant, vain,
greedy and ignorant who believe that they have the right to ‘rule,’ and that others must ‘bow’
in servitude to their dictates.
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This also applies to the ‘control’ by religion, and all control and regulation is an invasion of
privacy, and man must now ‘govern’ himself through simply going his way in peace as he
‘bows’ to God’s Command as he looks direct to God for protection, succour and direction.
Those that fail to see the misery they cause to others through condoning, supporting, and
funding the iniquity of taxing, regulating, and punitive ‘systems’ of man will suffer on in
perpetuity. For God’s Law has NO ‘leniency’ within IT.
As we ‘bow’ to God and set others free from our personal ‘control’ or from the control by
‘systems’ we individually did but no longer support and fund, we individually set ourselves
free from God’s control via the arrogant, and He smiles upon us individually benevolently.
Kindness and education and free giving is the way forward.
~ The 'fall' of Moses ~
It is the time for mankind to realise that Moses was neither God nor 'a god,' for he was in fact
a 'sinner' who took it upon himself to be a warrior and to impose great destruction upon
others and, in his later years he used the name of 'God' to raise up 'commandments' that he
stated were 'The Law of God' and they were not.
He also imposed punitive 'strictures' for non-conformity that of themselves defied the "Go
your way in peace and love one another" Code of conduct Command of God. Believe you
me, Moses resides in Hell and suffers for his iniquity. Believe you me, it is iniquity to use
God's name in 'vain' and to thus enslave multitudes in false beliefs that cause them to remain
bound to the Dark.
The 'greatest' SIN according to Moses or in later years the 'State' politicians and other
'Dictators' today is non-conformity to their personal 'edicts' (commandments) and, - - - even
though some of these edicts do have a 'moral' base the fact of the matter is, that they are all
CONTROL that is backed by punitive force and, - - - they are man's law and, - - - they are
NOT 'God's Law.' *
Any person (including Moses) that raises up said 'rules' and invokes any punitive
'attachment' for non-conformity have defied their Creator and placed themselves within the
punitive aspect of the real 'THE LAW of God' and receive a similar return upon their own
'head.'
Note: 'God's Law.' * - It is important to realise that all 'suffering' or control imposed upon
people is NOT 'God's Law,' but it IS the retributive aspect of God's Law in action via the
mind and 'hand' of the arrogant, and it IS the Dark aspect of God's ENERGY fulfilling ITS
controlling and retributive aspect of God's Law upon the ignorant people using the ignorant
enforcers and, as the people support the enslavement and punishment of others, the 'whole'
of society keep themselves revolving within the punitive aspect of God's Law, and greater
becomes the control and suffering and impoverishment suffered by the 'dictators' of rules,
their enforcers, and the people that support, fund, and condone them.
The suffering imposed by enforcers upon the people is NOT the Dark aspect of God's
ENERGY fulfilling ITS controlling and retributive aspect of any non-conformity to MAN'S
rules, but is the Dark aspect of God's ENERGY fulfilling ITS controlling and retributive
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aspect of God's Law for a past transgression of GOD'S "Peace & love & mercy & forgive"
Code of Conduct Command. Thus as man punishes man, he is taking on the role of 'godship' and this role is forbidden by God.
VERY IMPORTANT Note: legality, empowerment, authorisation.
Men that 'uphold' the rules of man for a 'wage' are legal and authorised by THE RULES they
serve. This 'mandated' empowerment is backed by the sword or GUN or force of muscle.
They are also 'legal' within the 'bounds' of God's Law, for THE LAW of God has no 'bounds'
nor constraints as IT is simply a factual statement: "For every action there is an equal and
opposite reaction" and, - - - the 'return' unto the user of 'joyful' Light or punitive Dark energy
is backed by the 'all-powerful' aspect of the energy of God that they used in their interaction
with others.
However, what man needs to see is that they are NEVER 'authorised' by God nor by His Law
to use His punitive, controlling or destructive force, for to so do means, that the person is
'operating' outside the 'constraints' of His "Peace & Love" COMMAND and, - - All that so do, (operate' contra the Command) and thus either use force personally or, 'order'
others to so do in order to 'uphold' the rules and punitive rulings of mortal men, are
'condemned' as GUILTY and in need of 'correction' by this pen and by God's Dark enforcers
that exist in the flesh and in the underworld. (hereafter)
Long ago man used the name of the invisible Creator to 'back' their 'promotions,' and today
this 'buggery' * continues on backed by Rabbi and other priests who walk 'hand in hand' with
warmongers that bear arms against God's children.
Note: this 'buggery' * - The SIN of our forefathers that enables extortion and control and
enslavement. All deceived by precedent and all being controlled by the Serpent.
The Law of God is simply the POSITIVE or NEGATIVE reaction to every 'action' or
interaction of man with others.
There will only be a surcease of suffering * when man realises that he is NEVER above or
beyond the 'reach' of God's Law, then he will realise that his 'way of living' conduct denotes
his future and his spiritual (inner) welfare. For the Law of God denotes that if a man controls,
steals, taxes, deceives, punishes, kills etc., then he will receive an equal 'eye for an eye'
malignant measure later within the immutable law of God in this world or the next.
Note: surcease of suffering * - All suffering is on an individual basis. As man uses dark
forceful energy to abuse others, by IT he is later abused on an equal basis.
Once man realises that God's Law ALSO applies to the 'positive,' then man will realise that
respect, kindness, mercy, compassion, forgiveness, giving and caring has an equal 'eye for an
eye' return of benign goodness to him within God's law.
Moses 'started' the precedent of raising up 'secular & religious' rulings in the land he strode,
being 'decrees' that he and other men named 'The law of God' but, - - - they were NOT the
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Law of God, and neither are any of the 'later' thousands of additional 'rules' imposed by men
as 'strictures' and, - - As you see, all the 'rulings' of Moses and latter day 'Rabbi' and others are all backed by THE
GUN or the dark venomous and unforgiving 'Sin' in men that 'delight' in casting a stone and
being callous, merciless, cruel and unforgiving towards anyone they see as 'getting away'
with non-conformity. All walk the wide road to HELL.
Only as man 'bows' in submission to God's Command and goes his way in PEACE, will man
'eventually' find a surcease from pain and suffering and war, for man must first PAY * for the
error of his past within the immutable Law of God and then, as he man 'treads' softly as he
'bows' to God will God be 'so' (soft & gentle) unto man.
Note: man must first PAY * - The 'teaching' by religion that Jesus paid the 'blood' price for the
sinning ways of other mortals is false, and every child of God has a unique and individual
road to walk and, - - It is 'Rabbi' that invoked the ritual 'blood' sacrifice, and it is 'Priests' that used the crucifixion
of Jesus as a 'forgiveness' plot to gain material wealth and to control others, for their minds
were controlled and inspired by the Serpent. The TRUE meaning of Jesus' crucifixion was
that he "Yes" died to show man they every person must 'pay' for their sinning ways and thus
suffer (be 'crucified') without retaliating, and thus fulfil the Law of God and be set free from
their past.
When you suffer your 'dues' one may feel 'desolate' and 'forsaken' by God. This is a part of
the anguish that was imposed upon others, and if one does not retaliate one is set free from
their suffering and again become happy.
State and 'religious' enforcers are 'fanatics' that 'adore' the rule books of man, and they
uphold these 'ruling decrees' of men for a wage. They see not that every 'decree' is simply a
dictate of man with the punitive attachment backed by the gun. The gun being 'the law.'
None realising that every decree of man that controls others or, is backed by punishment, is a
contravention of God's Command and brings a 'suffering' due upon their own 'heads' at a
later date, for that is God's Justice.
In the 'olden' days man assumed that they had a 'forgiveness' Covenant with their God
because priests told them so. Being that if the priest 'sacrificed' a ' beast' it somehow released
the village people from the penalty of God for their wrong-doings. For they were told by
priests that the ritual 'blood' sacrifice somehow 'voided' God's Law. This was gross ERROR.
In later years some men assumed that their Covenant with God was such that the 'sacrificial'
crucifixion of a man (Jesus) somehow released the people from the penalty of God Law
because priests told them so. This is gross ERROR.
All this false belief was imposed upon man by the Serpent, who used the greed, pride and
vanity of supposedly 'God ordained' 'priests' to deceive people into believing that they could
'sin' and still win without paying their own 'blood' price of suffering. This was accomplished
by the 'greed need' of priests to obtain a free feed from others and to control them. The
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'priestly' ordination by ritual was invoked by the Serpent as said, via the vanity (sin) of those
that elevated themselves into 'holiness' and 'priesthood,' - - - also by rituals of invocation.
All mankind need to understand the full implications of the deceptive nature of the Serpent
that gains access to the mind of man via their inner Sin, that is the Dark energy of the Serpent
that they arrogantly and foolishly drew in as they 'sinned.'
All mankind need to understand the full implications of God's Law and ITS impact to 'be'
upon their own souls and their own spiritual destiny.
~ The 'WILL' of Allah - God - Mungu ~
It is the 'Will' of God - 'Allah' that every 'spirit' created will learn to love, and it is thus the
'return' of God's 'dove.' For the 'Will' of Allah - 'God' shall be fulfilled, be it peacefully or
'forcefully.'
Those that defy my 'pen' and control and regulate and punish or fight, will be 'forced' to
endure an eternity of being 'exposed' to Allah's - God's Might. Once this 'imposition' they
'suffer' and see, then they will try very 'hard' to heed 'HER,' the call of the Light through me.
Those that continue to HER defy, will be forced to for an eternity to cry. Then to Allah's God's 'Will' they will 'bend' and, they will begin to 'treat' all as a friend.
It is the 'Will' of Allah - God that all will see HER - HIS face, and this they cannot do if they
wield a mace and, - - - neither can they 'attain' that 'high place' until their spirit soul is free
from 'sin' and thus but full of grace.
So as Mother's 'love' does now 'outpour' to purge you of your sin within, take heed and
control your thoughts that try and make you draw in more dark energy within.
God's - Allah's 'Will' shall now be 'done' in this and every 'space' place and, as said, this place
shall as peaceful as 'heaven' soon be, as soon as all have been 'punished' by God - Allah for
their past iniquity.
It is the 'Will' of Allah - God that every 'seed' is to now be 'separated.' Those true 'lovers'
released to 'follow' me to the Light above and, those 'true' merciless avengers shall be
'plunged' into the Dark fearful night. So shall it BE - so shall it BE
God's - ONE Command - Love one another. -God's - ONE Law - As you do is done unto you.
God's - ONE Code of Conduct - Walk in Peace.
God's - ONE Rule - All are subjects 'of' and subjected 'to' My one Law.
Try and see that God is both friend and foe.
Try and see that God's intelligence is infinitely superior to yours. The intelligence of God's
Light inspires your mind via your positive emotions, as it seeks to uplift you into its sight.
The intelligence of God's Dark inspires your mind via your negative emotions, and seeks to
destroy you in the depths of the dark night. One 'energy' is merciless and the other is benign.
One seeks to use you to destroy others and the other seeks to use you to love one another.
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~ The 'forgiveness' of God - Allah - Mungu ~
Man not 'knowing' the reality of God the ALL, does not understand the 'forgiveness' or
'unforgiveness' of God. Thus man was easily 'deceived' by the subtle web woven by the
Serpent, that gave man the 'impression' that they could 'sin' and still enter into heaven
without 'suffering' for their defiance of God. Let it here be known that:
The RULE of Law of God the Father - - - the Dark Sovereign Power is:
Unforgiving and merciless punishment to those that 'offend' HIM.
The RULE of Law of God the Mother - - - the Light Sovereign Power is:
Forgiveness and merciful benevolence unto ALL.
SHE will always welcome you home.
HE will not let you go 'home' until you have paid your dues.
That is the pure truth of God - Allah - Mungu
~~~
Any of you that fail to make Peace with Allah by changing your ways
so that you do extend 'Peace and goodwill unto all,' will fail and fall.
~~~
I now thank 'HIM' (God the Father) for 'permitting' the Truth to shine down to this land, - - for no 'person' in this land 'deserves' to have IT, as all 'yet' are 'swine.'
"Thank you 'Oh' God for your mercy."
Terence, the messenger of God

Ends
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~ The State of Heaven 'Decrees' ~
As written by Terence the Christ spirit
Yes the 'Promised Land' called Heaven is a State that is 'governed' by the Light of God, and - - yes, there is a 'requirement' for any seeking to enter therein, and thus these Decrees now
issue forth from my hand.
Let it be understood that only those of 'good' are able to enter the 'State' of LOVE. For God's
Light above has one 'Rule' that says "Only be loving,"** and there is also only one Law 'above'
that says: "As you do is done unto you," and thus all who live in the State of Heaven are
forever receiving a 'return due' of love for being true to the one State 'Rule.'
In order for any person to be 'accepted' into the Heavenly State in the 'afterlife,' they must
first become 'as' God's wife** in this earthly life. Meaning that they become pure and demure
and thus able to comply with the Heavenly 'Rule' of "Only be loving," as is given now by
God's dove and, the only 'acceptable' religion is that of absolute pacifism.

The 'governing' Decree
The 'conduct' Decree
The 'abuser' Decree

The 'controller' Decree
The 'border' Decree
The 'interferer' Decree

The 'sinner' Decree
The 'redemption' Decree
The Unity of FAITH

The 'change' Decree
Notes
Other (18) Decrees

Note: Any word having a double asterisk mark **
has a 'clarification' of meaning on page 13 & 14 under 'Notes.'
~ The 'governing' Decrees ~
The Decree:
"If you belong to any religion of man or any political 'Party' or State governing System, by
virtue of the fact that you are either funding them financially, or supporting them by voting
for them, or by being directly employed by them, then you are automatically 'barred'** from
Heaven."
This is because your 'deeded' ways each day are contra to the 'Rule' of Heaven and you have
not learnt my 'lesson' given, and I give you the reasons here.
Every religion or 'belief system' on earth today is based on 'silt' as all condone the 'act' of self
defence in the face of adversity and the punishment of others perceived as offenders. The
'defensive' or punitive act is an offensive one in God's eyes as force is used, and the use of
force is the use of darkness and contra God's Commandment.
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Every religion stands between man and God as robed 'men' say "Kneel at our feet if your
Creator you would meet," and these same men 'raise up' their own rules for you to comply
with, and this is darkness in control of you, for you will then 'do' what these arrogant
'idiots'** tell you to, and that for sure is contra the "Only love" Rule of the Light as they 'bless'
your weapons as you go off to fight to protect your religion.
You must now turn away from institutionalised religions, for they the Institution turn man
against man. It is now the time to turn direct to the ONE God of every religion, and show
God your belief by your daily deed.
The singular belief being that for any believer to attain Salvation, each must comply with the
Commandment to: "Love one another and extend peace and goodwill unto all mankind."
One must also show God that one is a true believer in this 'belief' by heeding God's Code of
Conduct, being: "Respect one another and do not interfere in others affairs. Be merciful and
compassionate and forgiving to those 'others' yet in sin living who abuse you."
The Decree:
"To enter Heaven you must withdraw from being a 'follower' of any religious 'doctrine' of
man or 'order,' and - - - if you are asked "Which religion do you belong to?" You must say:
"I am a child of the Creator of all, and I look to the Creator direct as I protect my mind
against the Devil's attack from within, and - - - I will never again 'sin' against any other as I
see that we are all sister and brother.
And - - - I will be forgiving and merciful as is asked by our Creator, and - - - thus too I will
only love every other, and - - - if any other seeks to abuse me then I will not retaliate as I
permit them to crucify me if that is their wish or need or demand.
And - - - I will turn my other cheek as is asked again today by the messenger of the Creator
who has again come this way."
~~~
~ The 'controller' Decree ~
As for the supporting of or being employed by any governing State System of man, you need
to see that 'its' base is also false and contra the 'Rule' of the Heavenly State, due to every
'earthly' State System being a controlling and punitive Regime that exerts coercive control
over you and others via its 'books of rules.'
Not only does it 'enslave' all living within its 'land & sea' boundaries with compliance rules,
but also there are punitive measures also inflicted upon any of the 'citizens' held hostage
therein, who are 'bound' by these dark rules.
Not only this but all 'salaries' paid to the workers are stolen off the community in the first
instance by taxation that is 'backed' by 'force of arms' and this displays the Devil's satanic
charms that are also contra the Light, for any 'theft' of money by 'coercion' or seizure of
anything is also contra the 'Rule' of Heaven's State.
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Thus any person receiving a wage from the coffers of the Local or State or Federal
government bodies are also automatically 'barred'** from entering Heaven.
The only persons who are not automatically 'barred' are those receiving genuine 'hardship'
welfare payments, as these moneys are not 'State' per se but funds being 'handled' by the
State and are funds donated by the 'givingness' of the community. Any person who is seen
by God to be 'fraudulently' receiving welfare payments is also automatically 'barred'** from
Heaven.
As there are millions of employees in these departments who all rely on the annual 'take' off
the communities they 'serve,' there will be few who can 'willingly' withdraw, and it is thus
that our God is now to 'smash' all governing Systems so that man can become 'unbarred' and
begin to walk tall.
The community 'gives' up its hard earned cash to 'tax' & 'fee' levy authorities as all believe
that it is necessary and right to fund the System of 'rule & regulate' and 'protection' and
'service & welfare provider.'
This forced giving has both positive and negative components. The negative and thus false
component is that it is 'coerced' by threat of fine & punishment for any default.
The negative and thus false component is that much of it is used to pay the wages of the
'forceful' officers of the State and that the 'bulk' of the funds are wasted and used to intrude
into the private and business affairs of others.
The positive and thus true component of the community giving is that used for true welfare
and true community efforts such as roads, communication, schools, hospitals, and other
'joint' community endeavours.
The only safe and secure and certain manner in which to obtain a working wage is when it is
'earned' either from the free giving donations given to the Community Coffers for the
funding of all community services, (Welfare donations**) or from the moneys received from
the 'user pay' operations such as the many private businesses offering their services to the
public.
However, you are also only safe and secure and certain if your work 'ethic' is in no way a
party to the coercive 'tax extortion off' or 'punitive control of' any of the community, for those
'actions' are backed by 'enforcers' using 'force of arms.'
The Devil's 'web' is massive, and every businessman who 'collects' any 'sales tax' from their
customers on behalf of the 'robbers fold' taxation department has been 'snared' in the Devil's
web, and is a 'party to' extortion of moneys off others and daily accrues a negative karmic
due.
God is now to reduce all to 'rubble' so as to 'sort out' the Truth from the Treason.
The Decree:
"To enter Heaven you must withdraw from being a 'member' of any political party or
'doctrine' or 'order,' and if you are asked: "Which 'party' do you belong to?" You must say:
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"I am a child of the Creator of all, and I look to the Creator direct as I protect my mind
against the Devil's attack from within, and - - - I neither vote for, nor belong to, any
governing 'Club' or State Party for I see that all are punitive and are thus anti God.
And - - - I will never again 'sin' against any other as I see that we are all sister and brother,
and - - - I will be forgiving and merciful as is asked by our Creator, and - - - thus too I will
only be loving to every other.
And - - - if any other seeks to abuse me then I will not retaliate, as I now do see that any
suffering is my 'due' for when I or my servants the State 'officers' were untrue to others at
some prior time.
And - - - I will turn my other cheek as is asked again today by the messenger of the Creator
who has again come this way.
And - - - from this day forth I will show all by my peaceful way that I already belong to the
'Club' of the Creator named the Heavenly State."
~~~
~ The 'conduct' Decree ~
Any person operating outside the Code of Conduct of the Light and whom is thus disturbing
the peace of the land through their arrogant or abusive conduct towards others is also
automatically 'barred'** from Heaven.
The Decree:
"To enter Heaven you must withdraw from being a 'user' of any darkness in your daily deed.
In order to comply with this decree you will need to re-seed your consciousness with the
fresh uncontaminated wisdom from this pen, and comply with its 'ask.'
Any whom resist for any reason will 'bar' themselves from entering Heaven and they become
a 'citizen slave' of Hell by their own choice."
~~~
~ The 'border' Decree ~
Any person operating as a 'border' policing Agent who is empowered by the 'State' of man to
halt or restrict or prohibit the exit or entry of any person for any reason onto or away from
any national borders is also 'barred' from entering the State of Heaven, as is any person
demanding any 'fee' for the import or export of any goods by others.
The Decree:
"To enter Heaven you must withdraw from being a 'user' of any darkness in your daily
deed."
The 'control' exercised by Immigration & Customs regulation is darkness in action.
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From this moment on all God's children are deemed by God to be citizens of Earth and able
to move anywhere and reside anywhere, and trade anywhere, they so wish to without 'let or
hindrance' from any other.
Any whom for any reason continue to demand or 'ask' others to first obtain a travel passport
or 'permit' or 'visa' prior to embarkation or disembarkation on airline or ship or passage
through a road border will 'bar' themselves from entering Heaven and they become a 'citizen
slave' of Hell by their own hand.
~~~
~ The 'abuser' Decree ~
Any person operating as an 'armed forces' Agent who is empowered by man 'Caesar' to carry
a gun, and attack, or defend, or kill or destroy, or sanction, or blockade, or restrict others or
their property, who in the course of their 'duty' do cause any pain or inconvenience to others
or any damage to property or who seize others goods or chattels or any other item, is also
'barred' from entering the State of Heaven.
The Decree:
"To enter Heaven you must withdraw from being a 'user' of any darkness in your daily deed.
In order to comply with this decree you will need to put down your weapons and not use
them or the strength of your arms to fight others or to defend yourself.
To enter Heaven you must not be an abuser or misuser, you must be a 'respecter' of all God's
children as well as a respecter of their property and business affairs.
Any whom resist this Decree and who do use force or 'retributive' force for any reason will
'bar' themselves from entering Heaven and they become a 'citizen slave' of Hell by their own
choice."
~~~
~ The 'interference' Decree ~
Any person who in any way interferes in the life of, or livelihood of, any other person is also
'barred' from entering the State of Heaven.
The Decree:
"No person has the 'permission' from God to either 'interfere with' or to have any 'control
over' the life of any other person unless so decreed by this pen.** (Refer rehabilitation of
offenders, 'Offender' doc).
~~~
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~ The 'sinner' Decree ~
As all 'laity' and 'officers' of every religion or sect on earth are 'equally' sinners, and as all
have misled God's children due to false precedents set by their ancestors, God the Source of
all now states:
The Decree:
"There is to be no 'religious' teaching at this time other than that 'spoken' by ME your God via
the Christ soul Terence. Thus the 'remaining' duty of all clergy or clerics or other spiritual
'elders' is to now defrock and become 'as' simple man as they tell all to look direct to ME their
God, and tell all to heed and follow the truth as revealed by Terence.
All must be advised to 'minimally' read the 'Brief Summary' of My message. Any who
continue to 'lead' My children as spiritual teachers shall condemn their own soul to the
underworld.
Terence the Christ is the one anointed and appointed by ME to guide all of every race colour - creed. No other has any 'such' authority."
"I your God have spoken."
Let all 'good' men now prepare to share their love and assist all others in this 'end' time,
when each will 'face' the Dark Sovereign Power, being the invisible 'hand' of God that will
ensure that all pay their dues for when in their past, they or their servants did abuse other
children of God.
There will be no more 'religions' on earth. There will for a 'time' be those of 'good' deeds and
those of 'bad' deeds, and as each shows their 'true colour' to God, it is God to separate the
'wheat from the chaff.' Yea verily, none will laugh.
~~~
~ The 'change' Decree ~
If you are within any 'barred' category, then you will need to try and see 'why,' and certainly
change your way. Many are 'religious' deceivers. Many are in 'receipt' of 'stolen by taxes' pay.
Many are enforcers or 'relying' on enforcers, and all God's children living outside Heaven are
presently living in a 'delusion' that their present way is 'in order' in God's eyes, it is not.
The Decree:
"It is I to say that you as all are but 'simple' errant children to Me the God you cannot see, - - and to attain Salvation you must now comply with My Code of Conduct Decree, - - - and if
you now 'fail' to change your way to the positive in all you do, - - - and be merciful &
forgiving & compassionate & non-retaliatory in the face of adversity, your 'barred' way will
endure and you will fail this final test and fall.
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Every 'spirit,' be they incarnate or discarnate living outside Heaven are all presently 'barred'
from entry into the Promised Land due to their inner 'sin,' being the dark energy of your
negative emotions. This 'sin' you will 'retain' and freedom of the spirit you will fail to attain
unless you change your way.
This energy will only be fully 'purged' from your soul when you heed Me your God. It is
now your last 'chance' to heed this My message of hope and thus 'unbar' yourself by heeding
My wisdom via My sacred pen."
~~~
~ The 'redemption' Decree ~
Since time 'immemorial' man used 'redemptive violence' as he fought his 'redemptive' war
and struggled against his perceived foe at home and on distant shores. He saw his 'war' as
'holy' and 'just' as he wielded his 'sword' with a 'justice' thrust.
For in his mind the 'thoughts' said: "Punish the offensive ones who make their bed with the
darkness and make them suffer and feel cold 'steel,' for only thus will they 'learn' to not make
others suffer and burn."
And this 'war' was promoted by men of 'religion' who saw not that they were but a 'stool
pigeon' also working for the darkness below, and only I the holy one do this see and know.
For these 'leaders' blind did join forces with kings and legislators and their 'armed' men, and
condoned the use of force and punishment that is contra the Holy Word from God's sacred
pen, and together they led many of God's children into the hellish lions den.
All this in their minds for a 'Just' cause, and I say that all must now pause, and for a moment
think of the wisdom flowing from my pen's ink, for the redemptive war that leads to
Salvation is not the one where we 'back' invasion, neither is it one where we condone civilian
'fine & punishment & incarceration.'
The punitive 'attitude' of 'fallen' man whereby he perceives punishment as 'redemptive' is in
fact 'redemptive violence,' and is the false negative action of ignorant man who justifies
'criticism, judgement, fine & punishment' of those perceived by him as being 'offensive' in
some way.
Seeing not that his 'distribution' of pain & suffering is 'beastly' and of the Dark. His use of
'force' to 'coerce' or exert his 'influence' upon another is violence in action and contra God's
Code of Conduct.
Man is blind and sees not that his 'redemptive' act is not right in God's eyes, for in his 'efforts'
at 'redeeming' the other using force, he 'himself' is walking hand in hand with the Devil, and
his own 'redemption' becomes further away from God's Light.
Man presently uses 'redemptive violence' in all aspects of his living. Be it family life
'scenario's,' community efforts, or national activities, for in all these 'sections' of life there are
either personal requirements or 'rules' that use punishment to force or coerce submission,
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and all this is perceived as 'redemptive' or justified, but it is all violence, and an 'invasion' of
another's 'space' or way of life.
The real redemptive war is the one within ones own mind, the one when we win the inner
battle over 'dark' thoughts that make us 'war' and be 'unkind.'
For the enemy is the darkness within, yea verily the inner 'sin,' and if we this dark 'energy'
use against others, then it grows within us and our battle we 'lose' and fall.
So each must now walk 'tall' in the Light and not 'succumb' to dark emotions and dark
thoughts that make us 'numb' to the point where we lose our 'compassion & mercy &
forgiveness.'
The real redemptive war is only won when you individually heed me the Christ who can
clearly see the real enemy of mankind. God says:
The Decree:
"Love your perceived enemy, and help 'him' on his road and thus your God will ease your
personal inner 'sin' load, and you in 'forgiveness' of others will be set free once the reason to
'be peaceful unto all' you do see."
Christ was 'redeemed' when he was crucified, and he 'so' died so as to show you how to
attain your 'redemption' as you 'quietly' and in non-retaliation pay all your 'outstanding'
spiritual dues.
The Devil 'corrupted' the truth through man's pride & vanity & greed, and deceived man into
believing falsity; thus man's 'redemptive violence' was seen as 'honourable,' as it was putting
an 'offensive offender' in their place.
Any person seeking Salvation needs to see that any violence or punishment meted-out
contravenes God's "peaceful & loving" Code of Conduct. Be it 'war' or punishment for
perceived 'crime.'
All 'opposing' force used is contra God's Command and leads the 'perpetrators' into the
Abyss, be they mandated or otherwise, be they idiots or the supposed wise.
It is not up to any 'adult' to 'correct' another adult's behaviour. The use of seemingly 'justified'
force or 'violence', be it in the family arena, the community, or by national forces is all false
'redemptive' action.
This self-righteous 'action' on the part of the 'inflictor' is believed by them to be somehow
redemptive in God's eyes because the 'offender' is being 'set right' by them, and they also
believe that God somehow 'condones' the use of force to put people right. This is falsity set
by precedent over time, and now seen as 'the norm.'
The 'bad' punishing action imposed upon an 'offender' is seen by man as 'good' because the
punisher perceives it as 'corrective' for the recipient. Any believing that 'correction' using
force as 'good' in God's eyes are deceived by the Devil.
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The use of any 'force' or punishment is wrong in God's eyes, and the perpetrators of any 'pain
& suffering' or 'loss or theft' must themselves suffer the same 'fate' at a later date before their
soul is redeemed.
Man believes that upholding man's 'rules' called 'the law' is just and honourable and of the
utmost importance, due to the assumption that they the 'rules' are for the benefit of the
community.
None see that every 'rule' that has a 'punishment' factor attached contravenes God's Code of
Conduct, and man sees not that God upholds God's one Law and only IT is 'Honourable &
Just.'
"As you do is done unto you"
So as man as 'families - communities - nations' use force to 'set others right,' they all 'walk' in
darkness as their forceful 'acts' cause 'pain & suffering & loss,' and under God's Law this
brings a 'return' imposition upon the imposers who accrue a return due that must be
painfully 'met' by any that were a 'party to' the imposition.
Only as you read the wisdom of this Testament will you begin to see that it is the dark energy
of the 'sinful' emotions within you that exerts its demand upon your mind to 'set it right,' for
it the Dark is the retributive energy essence and it is justified in meting out 'redemptive
retribution' to those around that used its 'energy' before, as they abused others, be it in this
world or in other Realms prior to their present incarnation.
Once this you see, then of its 'thoughts' set yourself free and heed the Light of God, and be
'silent' or positive in your expression.
Any punitive 'correction' creates more chaos, as the 'reward' from God for the use of 'dark'
punishment brings about more darkness & punishment upon all the community, as all
'condone' it, the use of force.
It is very 'easy' for the darkness to flow through you because not only is it within your soul,
but also because all around have a 'painful' due, and the dark emotions within you feel 'good'
when its retributive deed is accomplished.
Only God has the authority to punish, so if you defy the Commandment to "Only love" and
'play' being God, then the retributive 'arm' of God will punish you for your arrogance and
ignorance. Give your soul now a chance and more than 'glance' at my final words to
humanity.
You cannot give others 'redemption' by punishing them, and neither can you receive
'redemption' by punishing others. Redemption is 'purchased' when you 'align' yourself to
God and God's Code of Conduct, and thus you are forgiving & merciful and you walk in
peace at all times.
To do this you have to be 'brave' and face your 'devious' past at the hands of other
'oppressors' as a 'lamb,' and not retaliate in the face of adversity. Thus the crucifixion of
Christ was the example to guide you at this end time of your personal 'test.'
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As you read the wisdom of God's untrammelled Word within the Testament of Truth you
will begin to realise that God is all, for there is naught 'outside' the Source, thus as you see
that God's energy is both polarities, positive and negative, you will realise also that the dark
essence of God cannot be destroyed.
You will see that the wisdom of the Word 'saves you' from continuing to use the dark essence
in your daily actions, so that of it (the sin) within, you become free.
For as you 'criticise' the other, you are using darkness to criticise the darkness within others,
and as this energy is a part of God as everything is, then you are criticising God.
Let us now extend positivity to those 'trapped' by darkness and to the darkness within them,
and thus we show God our love and respect for the 'lost' that use the dark essence due to
their ignorance, and now you see that all are ignorant and all were deceived.
No more 'recriminations,' move forwards and upwards as the Light elevates our
consciousness. For if we try and 'deliver' others from their 'wrongs' using force, we deliver
our own souls into the 'hands' of the Devil, the Dark Sovereign Power, and HE justifiably
extracts HIS 'blood price' due from us via another ignorant 'idiot.'
God's Word is concise and precise, and tells us to kindly & compassionately & forgivingly
rehabilitate 'errant' offenders, it is the Dark Sovereign Power (Devil) that tries to use us to
inflict ITS 'punishment' upon others for their past 'spiritual' dues accrued.
Any that would seek redemption in God's sight must now change their 'mode' away from the
use of 'critical' Might, and use positive insight that assists the 'offender' to become 'sane &
respectful' and 'upright' in God's sight.
These immutable Decrees are issued by the Creator via the Spirit of Truth.
~~~
Note: "Only be loving,"** - This implies that your conduct is only positive, and thus you are
merciful, kind, respectful, compassionate, and understanding of those whom are offensive,
and thus you are 'forgiving' of their ways and you still reach out caringly and give your good
counsel, and you never disturb the peace of others.
Those who are less than 'loving' and thus 'barred' have a conduct that is negative, and they
are expressing darkness in their 'disturbance' of the peace, and they are merciless,
destructive, abusive, controlling, demanding, critical, punitive, deceitful and unforgiving.
Note: God's wife** - The Source being both Mother & Father also has both 'aspects' of Light &
Dark as well as both the positive and negative energy Sources.
Father is the Dark Authority and HIS 'wife' is the Mother's Light that proceeds forth from
HIM, and thus HE beholds HER pure beauty in HIS sight. HE does not permit any that are
less than pure to enter into HIS Heavenly 'space' State of purity. So for you to be 'permitted'
to enter therein you must be 'sin free' and thus 'as' pure as HIS wife.
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Note: 'barred'** - The reason one is automatically barred is that whilst 'within' any of the
above 'barred' circumstances, you are accruing negative 'comeback' dues, (karmic payback
dues) and thus you will be confronted by 'darkness' seeking to punish you at the hands of
other ignorant people, and you will retaliate.
This is due to the fact that all presently do retaliate and fight when faced by adversity, and as
you retaliate you all continue to 'draw in' more Sin into your souls, and it is the 'weight' of
this Sin that keeps you out of Heaven, for its 'weight' is what drags your spirit down in the
afterlife. (Sin = negative energy that is the essence of the negative emotions within evolving
spirits).
And, whilst in any of the aforementioned 'barred' circumstances your soul cannot 'be or
become' sin free, thus you keep yourself 'out' of Heaven.
To become 'unbarred,' one has to permit God to reduce the volume of 'sin' within your soul
and this is only accomplished by God when you stop adding more in. The total purification
leaves the soul free of any sin and thus a 'Christed' soul.
This you only do when you heed God's 'ask' via me to set yourself free of; Any 'take' off
others, any 'control' of others, any abuse of others, either personally by you or by your
servants who are funded by your financial contributions. (Political armed forces, police and
army, navy, air force, etc. All 'punitive').
'Note: idiots'** - Any person teaching or preaching falsity and thus defying the Code of
Conduct as set by their Creator is an idiot by virtue of the fact that they are either deluded,
arrogant, proud, or vain, and most certainly insane to so do.
It is a fact that every 'minister' of religion of every 'creed' is a false shepherd, this is due to
their false belief that the use of force is 'justified' under certain circumstances. This is the
'living lie' exposed by the most high God, as any use of darkness is 'retribution' and places its
'user' into bondage to the Devil that seduced them.
Note: Welfare donations** - In the New Age to be, all departments raised up for the true
welfare of the community will be funded solely by the free-giving donations of community
members. There will be no 'enforced taxation.'
At this 'end' time those who believe in a 'Heaven State' must do all they can to assist others of
any 'nature' with financial & material aid, and also give them good counsel as per the
Testament of Truth revelations and requirements of God as found in the 'Brief Summary' of
God's message.
It is the cleansing 'grace' of God being the great outpouring of Light within us at this point in
eternal time that is drawing the dark energy out of us, and we will only become free of it if
we stop drawing more dark energy in.
Any whom continue to 'sin' against God will never become free within of 'sin,' and thus they
'exclude' themselves from entering into the 'sin free' State of Heaven, for no darkness is
permitted to enter therein.
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You may also wish to read how all mankind is presently 'enslaved' by the Dark Sovereign
Power, for all enslaved are being forced to contravene the Code of Conduct of the Light and
are thus daily walking further away from the Light.
The Code of Conduct of the Light being that one walks in peace, and is respectful and kind
and merciful unto all, and one is forgiving. Thus one never seeks 'redress' nor metes out any
punishment. Aid & Education is the way to now go.
I am the heavenly 'counsellor,' the Lord of the STATE of HEAVEN, and it is because none of
you adhere to MY 'word' of "Peace unto all" that you all now will individually 'fall' to God's
Sword. Be true and 'suffer' your due. Then and only then will God 'permit' your soul to flow
through Heaven's gate.
~~~
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~ The UNITY of FAITH ~
The unity of Faith that will lead humanity into a 'peaceful and loving' way of 'respect and
orderliness' is established by an 'Initiation' and a 'Ritual' and, these are given by our Creative
God of Light and Love and stated to be as follows:
The Initiation
Being the 'Command' of God that is the primary teaching of the Holy Word of God that is the
true principle at the 'core' of every religion being, that the attainment of inner spiritual peace
is by the external expression of 'Peace unto all.' This is only attained in 'bowing' to God in
submission to HIS Command of:
"Walk in peace and love one another and, - - - extend mercy, compassion, and forgiveness"
and, these words are to be taught FIRST as a child learns to read and write, and is also being
taught the meaning of respect, kindness, and good manners. This 'Initiation' is also the TRUE
Ideology of the Light.
The Ritual
The Ritual is the 'enactment' by ritual that reminds all of the existence of the True Light of
God that is uncontaminated by any darkness. (Pure Light)
It is a Ritual that uses the 'heavenly' star as the focal point of a thrice daily prayer,
(meditation) in which one thinks of the pure light and invokes the pure love of God in saying
the following prayer:
Creator of the heavens - Mother* of love
I see your star - shining above
please cleanse my mind with all your love
so I may heed your call of Peace from above
Note: Mother* - You may say either Mother or Father.
In this 'adoration' of HE or SHE the Creative essence of God, one receives an invisible
'blessing' of love that flows invisibly into ones soul and, the Star Ritual reminds us to ONLY
be the Light in action at all times (Purity of deed) because, God is both the Light and the Dark
essence of all. Thus if we remain within the 'constraint' Code of Conduct boundaries of the
Command of God then our 'receiving' return within the Law of God:
"As you do is done unto you - as you Sow so shall ye Reap," is always positive and good and
happiness abounds.
Saying the Star prayer 'ritualistically' reminds us thrice daily of the reason and need to
conform to the Wisdom of God and only be the Light energy in action.
For the use of any dark energy in our interaction with others is the use of 'cruel, callous,
invasive, controlling, restricting, terrifying, merciless, abusive, punitive, warring and
retributive' energy that is imposing 'suffering' upon others, that brings a 'karmic' RETURN of
suffering upon oneself, within the SAME 'eye for an eye' Law of God:
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"As you did shall be done unto you."
The above Initiation and Ritual will become established world wide and be passed on in
perpetuity to the new 'born' here on earth, so that when God ahead one day releases 'sinful'
souls into the flesh of this world, they will be better able to control their negative emotions
and 'troublesome' and vindictive thoughts.
All known and unknown religions, sects, and cults shall cease their teachings as all mankind
becomes of ONE unified FAITH, that has no 'name' as it is simply the Ideology of PEACE,
LOVE, COMPASSION, MERCY, and FORGIVENESS as Commanded by the Creator and, - - By this 'invocation' I Seal the Revelation contained within the Testament of Truth web site
statement to humanity, that it is I the returned 'Spirit of Truth,' the Christ. Let all believers
now follow the new teaching of God that is the fresh and uncontaminated Wisdom of God
that has flowed forth through my sacred pen.
Some other Decrees or 'Mandate' in the CD and web site
go to - < The Religion of TRUTH Decree >
go to - < The 'Life' Decree >
go to - < The Final Decree >
go to < The Police Mandate >
go to - < The 'Death' Decree >
go to - < The 'Arrest' Decree >
go to - < The 'Border' Decree >
go to - < The Messiah Decree >
go to - < The Terrorist Decree >
go to - < The Guidance Decree >
go to - < The Territorial Decree >
go to - < The 'Constitution Decree >
go to - < The Free movement Decree >
go to - < The Home Invasion Decree >
go to - < The Funding of 'forces' Decree >
go to - < The use of God's energy Decree >
go to - < The Maritime Boundary Decree >
go to - < The Community Peace Corps Arrest Mandate >
Ends
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~ Synopsis ~
This is a synopsis of God's final message to you as contained in The Testament of Truth
book within which are many revelations, and the most important is that pertaining to the
purification of the soul that leads to inner peace, salvation, and final resurrection of the spirit
of mankind, with the accompanying return to the Promised Land, Heaven.
It concerns the personal relationship that you have with the 'twin' positive, benign, creative
or negative, malignant, destructive energies of God in ones interaction with others, its use,
and the accord or discord, harmony or disharmony, happiness or unhappiness that results.
For the 'Source' known as 'God' contains all known and unknown energy, be it creative or
destructive, and by HIM we are commanded to ONLY 'sup on' (use) the light, benign energy.
It concerns the personal relationship that you have with yourself, for if you have only 'Light'
benign, positive, loving or joyful emotions within your spirit soul then you are very content
and your mind is calm and clear and it contains only positive and rational thoughts, and you
are a 'happy' merciful, kind, loving, creative, forgiving and loving individual.
If you have any 'Dark' (sin) malignant, fearful, jealous, hateful, angry, vain or critical
emotions within your spirit soul you are 'discontented,' and your mind may be 'disturbed'
and full of uncontrollable 'conflicting' and irrational thoughts, and you may be an 'unhappy'
merciless, unkind, aggressive, destructive and unforgiving individual that is in 'conflict'
with yourself and is thus often self-deprecatory and depressed and you show your
'disapproval' of the 'living' ways of others.
It concerns the personal relationship that you have with others, for in either of the above
cases the positive or negative emotions within you impact upon others with whom you
interact, and your 'energy' displayed (benign or malignant) impacts upon their inner energy
in a harmonious or disharmonious way, and this interaction will become more destructive
for a 'time' for the reasons revealed in this Testament to humanity.
Disharmony is non-acceptance of the 'reasoning ways' of others through 'religion' control.
Disharmony is non-acceptance of the 'reasoning ways' of others through 'marriage' control.
Disharmony is non-acceptance of the 'reasoning ways' of others through government control.
Disharmony is non-acceptance of the 'reasoning ways' of others through 'peer' control.
Disharmony is non-acceptance of the 'reasoning ways' of others through 'belief' control.
Disharmony is non-acceptance of the 'reasoning ways' of others through 'forceful' control.
It concerns the 'changes' to now take place on earth and within yourself due to the 'nature' of
the twin energies of God that now will impact upon the 'psyche' of everyone, for these
energies will affect the way you 'feel' and 'think,' and this will affect every person and every
relationship, be it that between friends, lovers, marriage partners or enemies, and the
justification to be more critical, judgemental, vindictive, cruel, merciless and punitive will
intensify for the reasons exposed in this Testament.
It is revealed that : God is God, implying that God is all, both the benign, merciful and
creative energy essence (positive emotions) as well as the malignant, merciless and
destructive energy essence. (negative emotions) Page 94 the Testament of Truth, God is GOD.
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It is revealed that : Any person having negative emotions within their soul cannot enter the
ultimate realm of Light until their soul is purified and IT (dark energy) has been withdrawn
in the manner revealed in my Testament because, the vibration of the dark-negative energy
within them precludes them from entering the pure Light, and it is what draws their 'inner
energy' (soul) away from the light.
It is revealed that : The more you defy God's 'Peace & love & mercy & forgiveness' command
and you criticise, abuse, control, tax, punish or fight others the more of this dark energy you
draw into your soul, and the further away from the light it will find itself once your flesh
becomes uninhabitable and your spirit soul exits it.
It is revealed that : The more dark energy you have within your soul the 'darker' and
crueller' your deeds become and the more your mind becomes controlled telepathically by
the thoughts from the 'Serpent-Devil-Dark' aspect of the Source.
It is revealed that : The more your mind is controlled by the Dark the greater becomes your
travail as you will be causing others pain by controlling them, interfering in their lives and
punishing them and this places you within the "As you sow so shall ye reap" Law of the
Dark, and you will suffer all that you inflicted upon others at some stage.
It is revealed that : When you remain within the bounds of God's Command and you are
merciful, compassionate, caring, giving and forgiving, that you remain within the bounds of
the Light, the benign aspect of God's "As you sow so shall ye reap" Law, and not only does
your inner light 'brighten' but you receive a positive return through others and you are
happy.
It is revealed that : The light of God has been and is now outpouring with great intensity for
some time and it is purging every soul of some of the darkness they drew in, and any that
'bow' to God's Command and lay down their verbal or physical 'mace' and only do good will
become free of their inner dark energy and be saved by God's grace.
It is revealed that : Those that continue to defy God and control, deceive, tax, punish or fight
will draw in more darkness and they will fall into the Abyss for an eternal time of agony, for
this 'purging of the soul' only takes place once every eternity and it 'runs' for a limited time
frame.
It is revealed that : No person is presently 'free' to be as they wish to be, for as soon as a
relationship with others is established one or the other or both seek to impose control and
restriction upon the other in one form or another, and this imposition of critical disapproval
that 'inhibits' the needs, desires, wants or ways of the other causes their inner emotions to
become disturbed, and 'distress,' duress, suffering and conflict, arises. There is no 'peace'
outside heaven for the 'sin in man' (dark energy) justifies the critical 'judgement,' control,
punishment and retribution.
Please help God help you by trying to be true to your own soul, for God created you to be a
delight in his sight, and any that defy Him are a disgrace for He is the only ONE empowered
to control, subjugate, terrorise, or wield a punitive mace and not suffer the imposition of the
'eye for an eye' law. You are not God. There are many other revelations not listed here.
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It is revealed that: No person can 'void' or avoid the implementation of God's immutable
Law and you must suffer your personal 'crucifixion' at the hands of the ignorant, arrogant
and merciless, for only in 'paying' your spiritual dues (non-retaliation) you become free.
It is revealed that: Those that abuse you in any way accrue a similar spiritual 'due,' and it
simply means that they take the 'debt to God's energy' from your shoulders and place it upon
their own. In your personal suffering you become free as long as you do not retaliate.
It is revealed that: It is my task for God to reinstate His code of conduct policy 'Command' of
Peace unto all to His children you, and to enlighten the whole world so as to establish world
peace and usher in the new world 'order' of absolute pacifism, it is my duty to alert everyone
that it is error to 'bow' to, uphold, support, or condone any religious ideological policy that in
any way 'opposes' that of absolute pacifism.
An absolute pacifist is a person that; knows and lives in agreement with God's Primary
Ruling Command.
The Primary TRUTHFUL and RULING Command of God to all is: "Go your way in peace
and love one another and be merciful, compassionate, and forgiving."
An absolute pacifist is a person that; is always peaceful at all times and in all situations and
never interferes in the lives of others.
An absolute pacifist is a person that; knows that defiance of God leads them into the punitive
aspect of God's ONE immutable Law.
God's ONE and ONLY Law is:
"As you do is done unto you on an equal and thus 'eye for an eye' basis"
It follows that for every positive or negative or kind or unkind action their is an equal return
to the individual when so ordained by God.
An absolute pacifist is a person that; has enough inner strength to never be coerced into
defying God's Primary Ruling Command.
An absolute pacifist is a person that; knows that defiance of God leads them suffering and
ultimate spiritual death.
An absolute pacifist is a person that; would never take a 'wage' to defy God and interfere in
the lives of others.
An absolute pacifist is a person that; is always respectful of others that are cruel and unkind
and merciless.
An absolute pacifist is a person that; never displays aggressive or vindictive tendencies.
An absolute pacifist is a person that; is always merciful, compassionate and forgiving.
An absolute pacifist is a person that; never raises their voice or hand against any other and
thus never 'arm' themself.
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An absolute pacifist is a person that; sees every person of every race as their spiritual sister or
brother to be loved and respected.
An absolute pacifist is a person that; never supports or funds any institution or 'man' that has
the contra ideology of control, regulation, punishment or killing.
An absolute pacifist is a person that; has learnt how to protect their mind so that they never
'entertain' any devious thoughts that could 'justify' a reason to defy God and mislead them
into defiance of God's Primary Ruling Command.
An absolute pacifist is a person that; never defends themselves nor retaliates against
adversity, thus permitting 'infidels' to injure or 'crucify' them, for in this way the absolute
pacifist allows the fulfilment of God's Law to 'balance' its 'scales of justice' for the time past
when the individual was NOT an absolute pacifist, and during this past 'time' in causing
harm to others they accrued spiritual 'pain' dues to God.
There are many 'named' religions of MEN, but there are in fact only TWO religious
ideological codes of conduct beliefs - policies - doctrines on earth:
The ONE is the TRUE religion of the Christ.
The 'ideal' being the belief in Peace, kindness, truthfulness, respect, giving,
freedom & creativity using LOVE. (benign)
The other is the FALSE religion of the anti-Christ.
The 'ideal' being the belief in the justification for War, cruelty, deception,
disrespect, extortion, control & destruction using FORCE. (malignant)
It follows that if you pay taxes then you are funding the 'extortion' of monies from others, the
interference in the lives of others, and the control, regulation, punishment, banishment and
killing of others by 'State' enforcers operating in your name and on your behalf, funded by
your 'protection money' payments and, - - By God you will be forced to suffer and 'endure' the same fate in the coming 'holocaust' as
God's Dark 'malignant, punitive and wrathful' energy imposes ITS 'eye for an eye' - 'as your
servants imposed upon others will by others be imposed upon you' immutable Law, and
great will be your travail until IT has balanced ITS 'Scales of Justice' for your 'contribution' to
the suffering imposed upon others.
Man sees NOT that whatever is done in their name and on their behalf by 'men' servants
funded by their taxes that is in contravention of - - The Primary TRUTHFUL and RULING Command of God that stipulates:
"Go your way in peace and love one another and be merciful, compassionate and forgiving."
And places them 'squarely' into the punitive aspect of God's "As you or your servants did
unto others will be done unto you" LAW - Why? Because your 'taxes' are used by your
'servants' to control, tax, enslave, subjugate, seize, banish, evict, criticise, berate, punish,
invade, and kill your neighbours, thus this FATE returns to every voter and 'taxpayer'
because they are all GUILTY of 'complicity' to all the crimes done in their name to OTHER
children of God in this land or over the sea.
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God says: Learn about the disruption, disharmony and insanity that arises through the use of
My Dark energy, for criticism, anger, hatred 'judgement' and forcefulness results and
unhappiness, pain and destruction unfolds. Only 'uphold and support and fund benign
community effort.
God says: Learn about the influence of rising emotions and the external influence of
intruding thoughts that override your consciousness.
God says: Learn about the peace, harmony and sanity attained though the use of My Light
energy. (Love, joy, happiness.)
God says: Learn 'acceptance' of the 'reasoning' ways of others for all have the 'sovereign'
right to be or not to be, thus you must only 'educate,' never control, punish or berate.
God says: To attain eternal inner peace and Salvation (free of sin within) and reach the
spiritual Promised Land, you must try and keep bad thoughts out of your mind so that you
can stay respectful and peaceful towards others, and you must definitely not permit any
unkind thoughts to 'justify' your abuse of others or yourself.
This is done by fortifying the mind with Light, released in you when thinking of the Morning
Star that is the Star of Bethlehem, and saying the following prayer three times a day:
Jesus - I see your shining star
Jesus - be with me
Jesus - please help me and save me
or
Creator of the heavens - Mother* of love (Or Father of love)
I see your star - shining above
please cleanse my mind with all your love
so I may heed your call of Peace from above
The Light of God is cleansing the bad feelings of anger, fear and hatred out of your soul.
These are feelings that grow stronger in you each time you abuse anyone, or manipulate
others.
You will become more bad and hurtful at times before you are free of this darkness within
you, and your thoughts will be very bad thoughts, thoughts that will try and make you abuse
and hurt other people or yourself.
Whatever bad things you have said or done to other people, or continue to do to others, will
be done to you by others. I say, if any person abuses you with their mouth, or strikes you a
blow you must not strike back. Only cowards and the 'fearful, arrogant or ignorant' who
have not heard My Words of "non-retaliation & forgiveness" strike back in retribution.
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God's only Command is: 'Love each other,' and, you must now show respect to everyone
especially the bad ones, even if they want to kill you because, whatever happens to you, is
'payback' for what you did to others before, either in this life or in another.
All must follow Jesus' way, and not retaliate if they are confronted in any way. Many will
soon die as they are abused. Any who follow Jesus by being like a "Lamb" that does not fight
back, will go up to the promised land that is called many different names, some call it
Heaven.
Their fleshly body will remain on earth, it is their spirit within that rises up into a happy
place forever and ever. Any who continue to abuse others because their thoughts are very
strong in a bad way, and keep fighting or destroying, will as they die, go to a cold dark
miserable fearful place, some call it Hell.
You must try very hard to not cause any pain to anyone. All are sister and brother in God's
eyes. Bad people will become good as they are cleansed within of anger and fear.
If you say the star prayer above then it will be easier to keep bad thoughts out of your mind
so that when bad people abuse you, then you can heed God more easily and not retaliate
when others are abusing you.
To get to the promised land all you have to do is to conform to God's message through me,
and show God by your good deed that you are heeding the Commandment. The Command
being: "Go your way in peace, and be merciful and compassionate and forgiving to those still
abusing you or others."
You must try to forget the bad things that were done to you or your family by other people.
The others did the bad things because their thoughts were also bad, and they did not know
how to keep bad thoughts out of their minds and the 'Devil' used them to balance His scales
of Justice.
All bad thoughts come from the Dark invisible Source. All of us have allowed bad thoughts
into our minds at some time, and thus we all have done wrong things at some time.
Let us forgive each other for our past ignorance. All now must try hard to be good and
respectful to all. Help the bad ones also by telling them of the Star prayer, so that their
thoughts become good and they stop doing bad things.
Help any people who are in trouble. Share this message and your food with them, even the
bad ones who abuse you, THEN God sees that you are merciful and forgiving.
If you are told by any man to go and 'tax,' punish, seize goods or kill another person, you
must tell them "NO," that you now are going to heed God, not man.
Please learn the TRUTH now, for when your spirit soul passes out of the flesh into lower
realms you will probably not find the truth there and you will be lost forever, and if you
continue to fight back or punish others for what they do, then you are not hearing what God
says and you will die spiritually. This means that your spirit will be confined in the darkness
where forever it will be painfully abused by other evil spirits.
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Try and see that the dark energy of God is what is presently known as 'The Devil or the Dark
Sovereign Power,' but try and understand that there is nothing that exists outside of God's
frame. God is all, and His dark energy is what deceives you into believing that you are
justified in retaliating or punishing others so as to maintain peace and harmony. That is
False, and is the error of the teachings of mortal man.
So please now daily strengthen and cleanse your mind by saying the star prayer, and by
reading this and the Star prayer 'Daily Practice' each day. Only this way will you be able to
look ahead and think of the present, not the past. For if you keep thinking of the past then the
Devil will want you to do something about it in a vengeful way, and you will then heed the
Devil and die.
Friends, God says: "Only Love, only lovers find their way above, any who this call deny, for
an eternity will endlessly cry."
Friends, I say: "Only our God's guidance is true, and it is now up to you to have God as head
of house rather than any mortal woman or man."
Terence
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~ About the Author ~
Terence is the 'awaited' man within whom walks the living Spirit of Truth that is invisible to
human eyes. This inner 'spirit' being named 'Invincible' brings forth the final message to
humanity from the Creator.
This was necessary as the Truth of Salvation became lost as it was replaced by the multitudes
of 'rights, rituals, decrees,' and other measures of control that were established within all
'teachings' of mankind by vain men seeking power, and the simple 'secret' wisdom being the
'ideal' code of conduct policy to be adhered to at all times and in all situations became
'misplaced' by other 'possibilities.' The true 'religious' ideal being contained within:
The Primary TRUTHFUL and RULING Command of God:
"Go your way in peace and love one another and be merciful, compassionate, and forgiving."
The 'aspirant' seeking release from their inner dark energy (negative emotions) so as to be
free to be elevated into the highest realm of consciousness is not required to 'fellowship' with
any institution of man, (any named religious order) and may simply go their way each day
'bowing' in obedience to the Creator as they show by their 'activity' that it is always in
conformity to the Command of God.
It follows that any person whose actions are in contravention of the above peaceful, loving,
merciful, compassionate and forgiving 'policy' is an 'infidel,' being a non believer in peace &
love & mercy & forgiveness.
Let it be now clearly understood from the outset that the absolute RULER God has only one
RULE ~ LAW. The inviolable, immutable rule being:
"As you do unto others will by others be done unto you - what goes round comes around on
an 'equal' and thus 'Just and honourable' basis as God's creative or destructive energy used in
the interaction 'balances' itself. This 'doing' unto others is what is felt emotionally, mentally
and physically by the other, and the same 'return' becomes your personal 'due' to God. Be it
the giving of Joy and share and loving care or, the imposition of pain or deprivation or
emotional trauma. NONE can avoid the fulfilment of God's Law."
Note: The above Ruling Rule ~ Law applies equally to the deeds done unto others by your
servants that are operating in your name and on your behalf, and being paid a wage either
directly or indirectly via any governing or other institution of man, for you are complicit to
both the benign or malignant deeds done by your servants in the course of their duty to you.
Take heed, for all are now to bleed for the funding of 'protection,' and the control over,
interference in, and punishment of others.
Terence was born in 1939 at 'Tanga' a small coastal town in Tanzania. His flesh is of the
'white' colour, but his spirit soul encompasses all the colours of the rainbow, thus he speaks
to all mankind of every race and creed via his sacred 'pen,' guided by the mind of the
Creator.
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Terence 'schooled' in Kenya and South Africa, and later lived for some years in Zimbabwe.
He has lived amongst those of many races and colour and creeds, and has seen the result of
both good and foul deeds done by man against mankind and God, and ultimately against
themselves.
He spent many years fishing with a small trawler off the East coast of Kenya and Tanzania,
and had a fishing camp on Kiwayu Island near the Somali border. It was during these 'years'
that it 'dawned' upon his 'earth mind' consciousness that he was God's 'Plenipotentiary' that
would again speak to man for God, when God inspired him to so do.
Having emigrated to Australia in his 40th year, he became interested in assisting those that
were emotionally distressed that were troubled with what he calls 'Minds under siege' from
uncontrollable and persistent negative thoughts. Other than writing this message to
humanity, he does free Community Service in the form of counselling those with 'disturbed'
minds.
Terence who has one son Timothy, presently resides in Tasmania where he lives with his
wife 'Gillian' in a small cottage in the Blue Tier hills and he says:
From a 'tender' age I was fortunate enough to be aware that there was an inner spiritual
'being' that was 'separate' from the flesh. I was also aware that it was this 'inner' being that
contained the 'emotions' that were both positive and negative, * (see note 1) and that there
was a 'consciousness' that was not of biological 'flesh,' but was of the inner spirit soul, and
this 'psyche' contained a memory facility and was also capable of 'thinking.'
Note 1: positive and negative, * - Through the positive emotions a person is peaceful, loving,
kind, compassionate, forgiving and creative. Through the negative ones a person is fearful,
aggressive, cruel, deceitful, merciless, unforgiving and destructive.
I was also aware that 'uninvited' thoughts entered ones consciousness, and that these
thoughts were of an 'opposite' * nature. (see note 2) One being benign and kindly, and the
other appeared devious and scheming, and had malevolent, vindictive and destructive
intent.
Note 2: 'opposite' *- negative and imposing v/s positive and inspirational.
Not only this, but in the silent moments as I lay down to rest, I was 'transported' out of the
flesh into other worlds where my spirit soul roamed, and my earthly consciousness * (see
note 3) gained an inner wisdom and understanding of things unseen by mortal men.
Note 3: earthly consciousness * - it is a fact that the infinite memory of the spirit soul is
'blocked,' and there is a 'temporary' memory facility given to the mortal that gains its own
'library' of events and understanding as the biological person lives their earthly existence.
This 'space' is blank at the moment the spirit soul enters the growing child within its mother's
womb, but as this biological body has all its senses intact, the moment the spirit enters the
flesh it begins to record everything, comfort, discomfort, pain etc.
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All this 'input' also filters back into the spirit mind and 'adds' to the content therein. The main
'infinite' spirit content is only accessible to the spirit once it leaves the flesh, and again walks
in spirit realms.
Over time I began to search within to find 'The Truth' and the Source of all. My journey
within was coupled with my spiritual counselling work, and as I conquered my own
negative emotions and controlled any dark thoughts, I became aware that I was more able to
understand the suffering of others as well as its cause - - - being:
"Telepathic subjugation of the mind of man by demonic forces."
Resulting in man using 'force' being dark energy to impose, control, punish and abuse others,
causing them to suffer in some way mentally, emotionally and physically. The result being
that under God's one 'You reap what you sow' Law, there would be an 'eye for an eye' return
of similar suffering imposed by God upon the 'offensive' one, being all of you that at times
permit dark energy to flow through.
My inner journey finally took me to an 'elevated' place. My spirit and its unique
consciousness rose up and stood at the 'cusp' * between the Light and Dark energy of the
Source (Godhead). (see note 4)
Note 4: 'cusp' * - The point at which the 'twin' energies or 'polarities' of God meet, in that God
is all, both the positive and the negative energy and, - - - that both the Light and the Dark
exist, and neither is destructible nor are they 'subject' to man's interference in any way, as
they simply 'are' what they are, an equal part of the 'joint' I AM.
At this 'point' my mind 'exploded' outwards in that my 'tiny' earthly conscious mind
'blossomed' with great acceleration and was absorbed by my spirit mind, so that in a
twinkling of an eye I became 'as one' with the consciousness of my spirit soul and the Source.
For within my flesh and apart from my earthly consciousness lies my spirit that has existed
for all time, and through linking my conscious mind into it I was able to consciously on this
level know what it knows and, to also at that moment see the face of God and know 'The
Real Truth.'
I have spent the last 20 years 'toiling' ceaselessly for you and you and you, for I do see what I
do see, and I know that unless you find your way to understanding the dark emotions within
you and, - - Unless you realise their capacity to keep you locked into travesty (mockery) of God's
Command of "Peace unto all," you will most definitely fail your coming test and fall into the
Abyss that does exist.
My 'toil' was firstly to 'rid' my soul of any negative energy within, for I could see within me,
and I had also found that negative thought could not only be 'imposed' mentally by
'possessive' spirits trapped on this level as malevolent 'ghosts' but, - - That they could also arise from within oneself from lower realms of consciousness, where
demons link-in on an 'energy vibration' to ones negative emotions, and via them
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telepathically intrude and 'rudely' drive man to do what they incite them to. (Spirit
possession)
Having cleansed my own soul of any 'inner sin,' * (see note 5) being negative emotions. I was
then able to receive inspiration from the Light Source on a 'secure line' meaning, that my
mental 'receiver' was attuned to the Light and could not be 'interfered' with by any deceptive
thoughts trying to interpolate from the Dark.
Note 5: cleansed my own soul of any 'inner sin,' * - through adherence to God's Command of
me personally to 'meditate' in the manner prescribed by God in my book of revelations 'The
Testament of Truth,' I was able to control and thus not 'submit' to any 'devilish' thoughts that
sought to overpower my 'mind' as fearful or destructive emotions 'hummed' within and, - - Thus as I suffered my spiritual 'dues' caused through my own 'ignorant' past impositions
upon others, without retaliating as I kept my mouth shut and my hands by my side, I
suffered my dues within God's Law imposed by others that were 'foul & ignorant' and, - - God then drew out the dark essence of energy that 'formed' the negative emotions within me.
Thus I became free of the 'sin' taken on by me for you and you and you, as my pure spirit reentered this flesh. For without this 'sin,' my 'mortal' mind would not have consciously
understood your dark ways. I had to become 'as you' temporally so as to experience the
darkness within you to help you to an understanding.
I have now completed my 'outreach' to humanity, and my book is a message from the Source,
a message to assist 'fallen' man to rejuvenate themselves and become enlightened.
The Testament of Truth transcends all known literature and all known belief systems of the
day. It reveals the 'sins' of our forefathers and present day elders as being the false doctrine
imposed upon all from birth.
This ideological doctrine of regulation, control, punishment, slavery, war and destruction has
for a long time 'overshadowed' the True Faith, being the belief in Peace and love and mercy
and forgiveness, and man through false teachers believed that he should uphold 'Peace' with
a 'Sword.'
None seeing that this Dark ideological belief was inspired by the Devil via the sin in vain and
proud and arrogant man. So to now become free, you will all need to 'follow me' and look
direct to God as your 'leader, guide, and head of house.'
Read my 'Visions of the Last Prophet,' and seed your minds with all the wisdom from my
pen. For only those that truly can 'turn the other cheek' when faced by adversity, are showing
their Creator their 'belief' in His Command and call to all 'believers' to:
"Extend peace & goodwill unto all mankind."
I can assure you that every moment you defy God and you verbally or physically 'confront,
detain, abuse, punish, or interfere with, or destroy others,' you are drawing dark energy into
your own soul, and this 'mist of death' that enters invisibly has 'weight' and is what drags
your spirit soul down into the underworld.
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You ‘stand’ alone as such as a unique and individual ‘child’ of God, and He will judge the
‘worth or worthlessness’ of your spirit soul according to your own personal deeds (actions)
and interaction with His other children and, - - Be they good, bad, happy or sad, or be they of any other race, colour or system of ’belief,’ you
at all times must ‘bow’ to them in RESPECT, and never in any way disadvantage them nor
punish nor abuse them because, - - If you so do then you are defying the “Only love and go your way in peace” Command of
God, and you place yourself into eternal suffering as you invoke the punitive aspect of His
immutable “As you sow so shall ye reap – as you do is done unto you on an equal ‘eye for an
eye’ basis” Law.
It follows that you must no longer ‘bow’ to the dictates of other mortal men, for most of them
(politicians) and other men of ‘power’ use ‘rules’ to lead men into ‘slavery’ through taxation
extortion, suffering, warfare, and spiritual DEATH.
Go your way in PEACE and get on with your life with God and His ‘Word’ as your ‘wife,’ as
you fund community and other service providers by free giving and you assist the elderly to
an ‘easier’ living by your ‘good will’ donations.
Go your way in PEACE and get on with your life with God and His ‘Word’ as your ‘wife,’ as
you remain in the Light and you assist those that disturb the peace of the land as you teach
them to find their way through education.
No more punishment, for that is the ‘grossest’ error that leads to the spiritual damnation of
all that support it.
As for the false doctrinal teachings of religions of man that pervade the land and 'drip' like
festering sores from every Internet page elevated by purveyors of deception. What can I say?
Do you know that you have been deceived by the false teaching of your elders and
forefathers? On an individual basis your destiny is very bleak, be you the 'web-master' being
paid to 'elevate' untruth on line, or be you the 'head' official or understudy that is dictating
the policy text, all are promoting deception, and unless you remove your 'teachings' in total
from the Internet and burn all your 'books' you will spend eternity in the Abyss.
I am the Divine Saviour and Just Leader of the whole of humanity. It is now for you to
individually choose to 'believe' whether I am HE the Spirit of Truth sent by God to set you
free from eternal damnation and misery.
You have now 'heard' my voice - it is now your choice to deny me or:
Conform to God's "Peace unto all" Command and 'bow' not to the false 'warring' ideological
dictates of men, and become free.
You may have the 'urge' to contact me, please seek only the written word herein to 'win.' I am
purely God's messenger.
Terence - Al-Meshi ~ The Messiah
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The INNER INDEX of Books 2 to 9
The Testament of Truth
Book 2 of 9
The ONE True Faith
TRUE and absolute Pacifism
The Philosopher TRUE
The Law of merciless Retribution
The 'Sovereign RIGHT' of man
The 'question' of identity, ID
Blasphemy & the consequence of ACTIONS
The book of HELL - War & Peace
The HOLY WAR
The 'HAND' & 'Act of God'
The Tree of Evil
The Dark establishment
The Devil's Rule
The Dark Secret
The inner energy of God the Source
The 'Treason of Religion'
The Disciples of God in action
The Mercy of God in action
The Knowledge of Good & Evil
The DARK 'Establishment' - Authority of God in action
The Spiritual Facts of life
Relationships & the Devil's dance
The Legality of Brutality
The 'death' of the soul
The absolute Authority
The Feeling Easier Seminar
Prison and its use of God's Dark energy
The 'Truth & Belief' Paper
The 'Proof of State Religion' Paper
The 'False Religion' Police Paper
The false 'Israel' & false ideology Paper
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Book 3 of 9
The 'fall' of ISRAEL
VATICAN "City"
The TRUTH of Salvation Gospels
The CRUCIFIXION of Religion
The SODOMY of Man
The SLAVE Citizen
Spiritual healing - Salvation
The REAL Truth
SPIRITUAL words
FINAL CIRCULAR
THE END of the story
PRESS RELEASE (International)
BRIEF SUMMARIES of God's message in many languages:
The ABSOLUTE Truth
Letter to Peter McMaster
Letter to Police officer Dale Cook
The 'Justice of the Peace
The 'Prison' Comptroller
The ‘taxman’ and Timothy
The 'juror' and the Jury
Duty and Morality
The Military Junta
Non- conformity
God’s supreme LAW & the Rules of man
The Holy Cow of God
The 'surrogate' God
The justification to Fight
Civilisation
The absolute Authority
The Hinduism Treatise
The spiritual 'death' Penalty
The Demons document
The 'Constitutional Treatise
The spiritual consequence of 'Action' - (Karma)
The Legality of Brutality
The False 'doctrine' of the satanic BEAST exposed
Proof of Religion
The personal Inquisition
Conspiracy complaint
Supreme Court Appeal
Justifiable Abuse Paper
Legislative terror document
Contempt of God
Paradise Island
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Book 4 of 9
The I.S.I.S. SUICIDE document
Spiritual 'conflict' resolution
The TRUTH document
Youth Justice REFORM
Feeling Easy Seminar Program
Abortion the ultimate crime
The 'cover up' & the Sin
Spiritual healing – Channelling
Time Travel - emotional release
The 'crime' in 'underage sex' paper
ADHD
Water the 'miracle' cure and the inner drought
The 'Green fields' story
Taming the problem child
Thoughts sane or insane
Life Crisis
The Demons document
The 'Inner Energy' paper
Ghosts and the Harmoniser
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Book 5 of 9
National Security ALERT
The BLOOD document
Render unto Caesar & God
WAR & National Karma Document
MANDATES and Justification
The CRIME in society document
The JUDGMENT Papers
GUNS, God and you
The OFFENDER document
Suburban TERRORISM document
God v/s the State of Tasmania
Family VIOLENCE document
Liberty
God 'THE LAW' - Rules of man & 'Common Law'
The RULE by GOD - the God of Light & Love
Is it Democracy?
The Final Word
'Feeling easier' Seminar
The Police 'Peace Treaty'
Messiah's imprisonment
The killing of Matthew
Intent to rape Submission
Crime & punishment
The terrorist
The 'LaRouche' factor - falsity of government
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Book 6 of 9
The COUNCIL 'Blueprint' document
PERSONAL place 'space'
The SOCIAL security document
The LAND RIGHTS document
The TAXATION & BANKERS Document
The CURRENCY CRISIS Document
The SAMPLE LETTERS document
The 'Policy' of INSURANCE
The dismissal of Council
The Legislative terror document
Noah's social obligation
Common Land Legacy
State & Council land grab
Roads tax extortion
Ghosts & Harmony
The Fiji Letters
The Zimbabwe Letters
Common Land Legacy
Land Title records
The Rural 'Ransom'
Maritime boundaries
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Book 7 of 9
Current affairs correspondence
Older other correspondence
EPISTLES of the Last Prophet
Schapelle Corby Treatise
EAST AFRICA document
WEST AFRICA document
Letters
The Tree of EVIL
Satan v/s love

Book 8 of 9
The VISIONS of the last prophet - 46 p

Book 9 of 9
ISLAM - Haven of peace - 1,150 p.
Inshallah - message to those of Islam

It is done
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Available CD's
MP3 – Audio

STAR - children's meditation - 9.52 minutes playing time - MB 9.03
This recording will assist young children to be happier as they are comforted by
the words. When they go to bed at night it is also a good time.
ARK - adult's meditation - 7.32 minutes playing time - MB 6.9
This recording will assist adults to strengthen their minds and lessen the
impact of negative emotions and thoughts and will remind the listener of God's
message of peace.
The Drummers of Africa story - 43.40 minutes playing time - MB 40.1
This 'narration' is a story of Nyati the angry hippo and Kalulu the jealous hare
whose 'exploits' have a spiritual message for those of any age.
Minds under Siege - 19.37 minutes playing time - MB 17.9
Clemencia speaks on the reality of 'minds under siege.'
Criticism - 20.13 minutes playing time - 18.5 MB
The Messiah speaks on 'criticism.'
Justification - 26.11 minutes playing time - 23.9 MB
The Messiah speaks on 'justification.'
Spirit communication talk - 19.31 minutes playing time - 17.8 MB
The Messiah speaks on communicating with invisible spirits.
Spirit possession talk - 20.44 minutes playing time - 18.9 MB
The Messiah speaks on 'spirit possession.'
The last hour interview - 44.20 minutes playing time - 40.1 MB
The Messiah is interviewed by an Australian barrister, an Islamic doctor and a
Spanish priest and the interview is hosted by Clemencia.
The spirit of truth speaks - 36.58 minutes playing time - 33.8 MB
Recording of an Easter gathering at a Catholic church in which the priest asks a
female guest speaker to participate and the speech is responded to by the Spirit
of Truth.

